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Statest ot tbl Pro)!l;g 
The writer feela that tb.e fi'IMlil'l&& of thia atud.y 
would oontribute to information already available in thia 
area of reaearch :l.n read.iq. Tbe problem. of thia atuct;y ia 
to make a coapariaon of tbe earlieat available editions d4 
tbe aoat recent etitiona of several atall4arclised reac:liD& teata. 
It waa to aacertain wb.etber or not there are aipificant 4if • 
ferencea between perfol'llauea oa tbe earlier aDd. more recent 
eclitiona of the Staaford l.u4iac Teat, a114 between perform.-
a.DCea on tbe earlier and. recent ed.itiou of tbe Metropolitan 
Read.iDC Teat. 
Specific purpoaea of thia reaearch are aa followa: 
1. Are. preaent readiD& teata more difficult than 
early editions? 
2. How do children acbie•e on preaent day testa in 
~ariaon with earl;y eclitiona? 
3. Bow do the ruul ta froa thia &roup of Cedar 
hpid.a chilctnn o01apare witb. Datiol'lal. DOru of earlier aD4 
later datea? 
4. Are ob.ildren better in rea4i~t~ to4ay than they 
were ten or twenty yeara aao? 
§ROll !!A Lilittt&olf !I tbl Stgdz 
Tbe population of 234 cbil4ren enrolled. in the aixth 
grade of four parochial achoola in Ced.ar llapi4a, Iowa • were 
the aubjecta for thia at\ldy. The children rqed. in LeveLa 
,_ 
L~~: ·:~ 
~':',;( -·, 
"..!? 
_-:.,-.;: 
from 'below average to above averqe intelli&ence. 
In orc:ler to have a twenty-five year span between the. 
earlier a.nd recent eclitiona of testa, only tbe Metropolitan 
Readin& Test anc1 the Stanford Readin& Teat were available. 
This may be a liaiting factor. 
REVIEW OP ULATBD LITERATURE 
Intro4uction 
Tbere are relatively few atud.ies in the field of 
educational literature that are directed toward. tbe diffi-
culty of varioua editions of standar4ind reacliaa testa. 
Therefore, the writer baa devoted. thia chapter exteuively 
to the. probleaa of reacU:na achieveMnt aa it appear• in 
Aaerican achoola today aa compared to that of a quartar of 
a century qo. 
Society keeps a critical eye on education. ReadiDg, 
conaiclered aa a tool for learniq aa well aa a aubject of 
inatruction, baa been a vital concern for uny yeara. It 1a 
to be expected that parents become anxioua re&ard.in& their 
child' a development of tba reacliq skilla that ba will aeed. 
to meet aucceaafully the aee.d.a of our qe. It is tbe opinion 
of aoae that read.iD& in father's or 1randfather'a clay waa 
ta.uaht better than it is toclay. Arthur I. Gates saya, 
Indeed. certain critics in education bave cleolarecl, with 
pompu confidence, that today' a youJllatera at all educa• 
tioDal levels read leas well now than the youth of a 
generation aso. The eviclenoe presented in aupport of 
thia declaration ia typically nesli&ible, usually a sub-jective opinion baaed on casual observation of a ltmited 
population, and tb.ua likely to be wbolly unreliable.s 
5 
6 
The history of American reading instruction shows 
that there have been successive periods in which certain 
aethoda were carried to extremes. The Phonics Method and 
the Word Method were the systems tried moat often. "Research 
in reading is becoming the buia for detel"'Dining change," 
wrote Caldwell. 6 Extensive investigations of the varioua 
aethods by authorities durins the past century have shown 
that reading is a cotaplex procedure and that it is necessary 
to utilize a variety or a combination of methods to accom-
plish the task. Caldwell further explained, 
Children react differently to similar methoda. No method 
produces the same results in all situations and with all 
children. He.thod.a are coDStantly be:iil!g adapted to meet 
the needs of each child' a particular bacqround, abil· 
itiea and interests. Methods are selected to meet the 
particular needa of the language, the situation and the 
community in which it is used.7 
Tbe development of the standardized reading teat was 
a great contribution to research in education, as revealed 
by Gray: 
Reading is now UDderstood more fully and is taught better 
than at any time in history. This progress was aacle pos-
sible by understandings resulting from a theory of gen-
eral ability to read and froB the availability of testa 
designed to measure this general ability.& 
6Muriel A. Caldwell, "A Survey of Methods of Jeginni~ 
Instruction in Readia.g from 1900 to l950t' (unpublished Master s 
dissertation, University of Alberta, 1959), p. 264. 
7tbid., 265-266. 
8william. s. Gray, laprovins; lleadinc in all CurriculUII\ 
Areas "Supple.me,ntary Educational Monographs," No. 76: (Chicago, 
, Ill.: University of Chicago Preas, 1952), p. 1. 
L. •;·' 
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Tbe statiatica that ahow aaina in read.in& achieve~De.nt 
today over results of tweaty-five years ago are from the 
Office of Education in Waahi'D&ton, D.c. Tbey reported the 
number of pupils haviD& readiaa disabilities as constituting 
sixteen per cent of the total. Hila Smith reported. this find· 
i'Q& au4 coapared it witb. that of earlier times aa follows: 
Going backward for a moment we find in the Twenty• 
Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education published in 1925 thia report: usta-
tiatical Studies make it evident that something over 
thirty-five per cent of the children (tested tn 1924) 
are. educationally retarded." If they were • e.d.ucation-
ally retarcled.! we aay be pretty sure that they were • t 
re.adiza& well • ., 
Reading Acbiev.-nt••Tben an4 Now 
The controversial iaaue of whether or aot children 
read better today than they 4:1.4 yesterday baa attracted uny 
investigaton. It ia the general consensus that readi.Dg is 
be.iD& taught better, aaterials are more abundant, and, aa a 
result, children tell4 to be better reacle.rs now; but the evi• 
dei\Ce of research ia scarce, aD4 it aeeu that it will necesaar• 
ily remain ao. Traxler aD4 Junaeblut atatecl, "Tbia ia necea • 
aarily the situation, for vel'f aelcloa are the reaulta of testa 
a41Diniaterecl twenty, thirty, or forty years aao directly 
-..,..:;; 
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eomparable with the reaulta of teata uow uaed in the aob.oola. ,,10 
Gates explaiDecl that in order to aake such a eompariaon ex-
actly artd. reliably it w\lld be Mceaaary to couUer clifferencu 
in cbaracteriatica such aa the following: 
(l) tbe caneral intelli&eace or acbolaatic aptitude of 
tbe pupila; 
(2) l:be averqe cb.roaoloaical ace at: the various arad.e 
levela; 
(3) the averap nwber of yean spent in aohool after 
enterina the first &rade; 
(4) the IUiher of ch:Llclrea npeatina each aracle; 
(5) the a.'ber droppiDa out of school at eaeh &rad.e level; 
(6) the nature and relative diffioulty of the •terial 
in tbe old aD4 Mw ed.itiou of tbe readiq testa; 
(7) tbe equivaletaee of aaoru on the. old alt4 the new testa; 
aDd 
(8) other factors auch aa the ecouomic aDd e4ucatioaal 
atatua of the parenta, the ecluoatioaal cliaate, aDd. 
types of recreational aDd ttber inceuti••• operatiDS 
in the b.oae aDd. c.-aity. l 
In the li&at of theae liaitatiou, or in apite of thea, 
•- experi.Mnta have beell colld.ucted in thia area in order to 
Iaake available tba beat poaaible reaulta of research in the 
subject area of reaclina aa4 ita plaee in today • a nrricul•• 
Aa early aa 1919, Caldwell and Courtia uaec:l the Boaton 
Teata which bad. alao been ac:lainiatered in 1845. It could be 
aeen froa thia atud.y that the type of education bad cba'ft&ed. 
However, ia 1145 tb.e children teatecl aaore4 hiper on the ae-
•l"J' aa4 akill queatiou, while t._ cb.ilclre~a teatacl in 1919 
excelled. in the anaa of tb.l;;·Jd.l'&& aDd. application ald.lls. 
._: .. 
',.~ 
. ~::i-
- -<'- - • ~ 
9 
Tbere wu a definite inclication froaa the com.pariaon that 
there wu an irlprove.m.ent of iutruction, but the authors of 
1919 did not consider tbia improvement aatiafactory.l2 
Aa time· went on, new Mthode of experimentation were 
coDducted in the 1\ope that a 'better way IDa)' be fouD4 to help 
children achieve to the beat of their abilitiea. In 1941 
Baker, Travers , et Al..· atreaaec:l tbe fact that too aany acbool 
ayateu clin& to the •'mathocla aanctioaed by tradition" while 
reac:tina habita auffar. They endorsed such experiaenta in a 
spirit of proareaa. ·~baD&•• in practice have been poaaible 
becauae of the democratic local control of education," tbey 
aaid. ''It ia one of the charaoteriatica of the American edu-
cational ayatea tbat ia not controllec:l by a central autbority 
which pz-.acribea what ahall be taught ancl how it aball be 
tauc~t."l3 
These autbora citecl two atuclies lUCie to compare old 
and. new Mtho4a of teacbina re.ad.iq. Ill the firat the Stanford. 
Acbieveaent Exaainatione were uaed. in the achoola of Santa 
Monica, Califol'llia, to corapare the achieveaent of elementary 
achool, children in 19.27 and. aaain i1'l 1939, !•A•, before an4 
after the m.oclemiaation of currieul• aDd. Mtb.od. Tbe reaulta 
of the teattng progr.a ahowed that the cbildren teated in 1939 
l20tia w. Caldwell aD4 Stuart A. Courtia, Ibsn tJf lfow 
in lfpfion ).§45:1;923 (Hew York: World Book Company, l ) , 
PP• • 7. 
l3g. Derwood. Iaker tt Al.• , lew Matbod.a va. Ol&fn ~r&• fl r.usatism (Mew York: Te&Chera Colleae, Oolluab:la~venty, 1 , P• 2. 
~ 
~:-,;;:.. -
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achieved hiaher tban tboae in 1927, wben tra4itional ~~etbocla 
b.ac1 been ue4 .14 
A atud.y of reconla by Iaker, SS. .ti.• , wu ll&d.e in 
Loa AD&elea where data in .. aaurina tbe uatery of akilla 
urad.er traclitional and. IDOd.ern •thocla of teachina wu auppliecl 
by the Division of 141scatio1lal. J.aaearch and Guid.ance. The 
achieYemant of eleaentary pupils of 192- wM coaparecl with 
that of pupila in 1939. DuriD& thia period tbe achoola of 
Loa Angeles traaaferncl tbeir •thod.a to coDfora with aodern 
practicea. "Tbe evicleuce ahowecl that the readiq ability of 
Loa qelea children when they leoe the elementary aohool ia 
•cb better clavelopecl uncter the aewer Mtbocla than it waa 
fozw.rly ... l 5 
Another researcher, Muriel A.. Caldwell, aad.e a aunrey 
of -.thod.a of be&ilU'liD& iutructioll in rea4iq from 1900 to 
1950. She drew aix illportant couoluicmaa (1) Different 
Mthod.a achieve different reaulta; (2) l.eco&nition of the con• 
tributiou of ecluoatiollal research to cbaqea in •thocloloiY 
ia evident; (3) Ch&IIP• in reacliq Mtb.od.a D&aed. on theaa 
fiDdinaa often develop very alowly; (4) CbaDgea in empbaaia 
and. aateriala in read.itll iaatruction have. occured. frequently; 
(5) The d.eaanda of aooiety influence chala&•• in .. twa 1 
ll 
(6) Extremes in •thodoloJY are 4aqeroua.l6 
Burke and Anderson took areat care to obtain homo· 
&e1180US croups with respect to intelligence for tb.eir cOIIpar-
ative atu4y of pupila' achieve~~ent in 1939 aD4 1950. Scores 
oa tbe old fora of the Metropolitan Achiev.-at Teat were used. 
for 162 chil4rea in 1939, and acorea on the new fona of tbe 
s.-e teat were uaed for 216 children in 1950. Children froa 
r;rad.ea one to six were included. froa the Hawthorne School, 
Ottawa, Kansas. The investigaton reported.: 
The final results showed. that pupils in 1950 achieved. 
as llUCh aa , or in a few subjects, 110re than did the pupils 
in the 1939 aroup. However, where there was found to be 
a statistically aiaaificant difference in mean frade •t:ip• 
~a!!j!;i;e:f t::-:0 ~r;!:!; !:':~9;;s:~up~lyaa n 
It is inten.atiq to note what Traxler and J\fll&eblut 
said. about this cloae relatioaahip of acoreat 
It will be observed that tbe tiM interval 'between tbe 
two administrationa of the Metropolitan waa only elevea 
yean aDd that tbe earlier teatina took place at a tt.e 
~;:n S:bfi:" f::a!J.~=l:.::.:li:a:!a= ;!:i~,l 
Pilot atudJ.ea were coll4ucte.4 by Hiller a'l\4 Laaton in 
the public schools of lvanatoa, llliaois, durin& 1952, 1953, 
1'*-rtel A. Caldwell, "A Survey of Metbocla of klilmiDI 
Iaatruction in R.ead.ing fl'Oil 1900 to 1950" (unpublished Muter'• 
dissertation, Ubiversity of Alberta, 1959), p. 263 •. 
17Jiorris F. Burke and Keueth B. AMerson, "A Coapar-
ative Study of 1939 and 1950 Achievement Teat Reaulte in the 
Hawthome n ... atary Scbool ia Ottawa, Kauas ", ,ZofP.H !£ 
lslugtionaJ. Bt••FSB:• XLVII (Sept6111ber, 1953). p. ~ 
l&fraxl.er and J\mgeblut • l!s.• .siS· , p. 84. 
~---, 
,. 
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aD4 1954. l.e.a4iD& coapariaou froa the 1929 eclition of the 
New Stanford. Achiev.-nt were uaed for the fourth cracte pilot 
atucly froa the yeara 1932 and 1952. Two levels of the 1933 
edition of the Metropolitan Achieveaent Teat were uaecl for the 
third aDd fifth•crade pupil• of 1934 aDd 1953. Tbe 1933 edi· 
tiou of the Rev Stanford Acbieve .. nt Teat waa aelecte4 for 
coapariq ei.ghth•&rade achieveMnt for the yeara 1933 aD4 1954. 
The variable of teacher-adaiwtered tuta waa excluclecl by tbe. 
fact that testa twenty yean ...... w.ll .. toclay, were aiven 
by tbe R.eaearcb. and. Teat iDa Department. Acoorclina to tbaae 
related fiD4inga, present-day pupila "read with more coapre-
heuion aD4 uDderstaad.iq tb.e •atdq of word.a better tban diet 
children wbo were enrolled in the aaae aractea aDd achoola aore 
than two 4eca4ea aao. ttl 9 A report on the above pilot atu4y 
of 1934 all4 1953, publiabecl by the research division of the 
National Eclucation Associ.atiou, states that 
Wheu the prla • dd boys • aoorea were c01Bbbae4, tb.e 
reaulta w.re siaaificantly favorable to the 1953 cbil• 
clren 7 out of 9 tiaea on tbeae specific itelU a rea4iq 
eo~~pletion, paraaraph ••lliJII, vocabulary, averaae 
read.i-c, arit~tic probl ... , apellin&, and compoaite 
achieveMnt. 20 
Acb.iev.-nt in oral rea4iq 1a not u hilh aa in 
l9v.v. Miller a11d w.c. Lanton,•'l.ea4iaa Achieveuat of 
School Chilclren Then all4 Row" Qw•tezx Eylieh, XXXIII (Peb• 
ruary, 1965), p. 96. 
20Rational 14ucation Aasociation leaearcb Division, 
~ ••rut•!f!s•at" ~eaent o6alitft@n f:9itl ~W=4rea, i-.ry o&ctoratala o! -:onu'iiiaaton D.c. 
Rational J:clucation /ulsooiation of the Ullitecl Stataa, 1954), 
, P• 7 • 
,:;-~ 
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former years because of the emphasis placed at present on 
silent reading, since silent reading is used to a greater 
extent in a child's school work as well aa for his personal 
need.a. In a review of studies, Gray compares the achievement 
of pupils then and now and makes this conclusion as to silent 
reading. "Achievement in silent reading is equal to, and 
appears on the average, to be somewhat greater than the a• 
chievement of several decades ago. u2l 
A comparison of the ailent reading ability of sixth 
grade girls in 1944 and 1958 waa made by Alma J. Reed. The 
Otis Beta: Form. B Intelligence Teat and the Iowa Silent R.eadin& 
Test: Form Am were administered to 90 girls in 1944 and to 
126 girls in 1958 who attended the Dubuque., Iowa public schoola. 
It was concluded froa this study that intelligence teat scores 
did not show any significant difference. Achie.ve.me.nt was 
higher in 1958, marking a significant diffe.reraoa of 5.48 as 
a critical ratio.22 
Wben he established norma for the four batteries of 
the. 1957 Gates R.e.ad.ing Testa, Arthur I. Gates also compared 
2lwa. s. Gray and wm. J. Iverson, "Current Status of 
R.eadiq Instruction", The El!!!ntaa Scho9l Journal, LIII (September, 1952), p. 24. 
22Anna Jane lleed, "A COUlpariaon of the Silent Reading 
Ability of the Sixth Grade Girls of the Year 1944 with the. 
Silent Reading Ability of the Sixth Oracle Girls of tbe Year 
1958 in the Dubuque ColllllUnity School District", (unpublished 
~ter's dissertation, Catholic university of America Library, 
1959), pp. 10-13. 
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the reading attainments fro. the 1957 croup with those mea-
sured for the same purpose in 1937. Be foUild the following: 
The norma for 1937 ware baaed on a school population 
of approximately 107 ,ooo cbildre.n; tb.oae for 1.957 on 
about 31,000, each of whoa was given two or aore tests. 
The total nlllllber of teat re.corcla obtained. waa appro:xi· 
mately a half million in 1937 aDd 105,000 in 1957. At 
both times the pupils teate4 aa tbe standardization popu-
lation were selected. to be geographically, ecollOIIlically, 
intellectually aDd e.4uce.tionally representative of the 
Ul\ited. States at large.Z3 
Tha number of variables that arise when auoh au exten-
sive study is bain& conducted is appreciated by referring to 
the list· of differences in characteristics wbich tbe writer 
has already quoted from the above stucly by Gates. Havin& taken 
into consideration the many factors involved aD4 realizinc that 
it is practically Lapoaaible to determine exactly the aaina in 
achievement that the 1957 aroup haa over the 1937 &roup, Oates 
came. to the conclusion that it was probable that the re.adina 
ability of the 1957 aroup could very well be greater thart tbe 
teat results showed. Be stated, 
The conee.rvative e.stiaate is that to4ay'a children 
achieve, after about five years of attel'lCI.ance in the 
eleae.ntary a level of reading ability that is at the 
very beat better thalt a half year in ad.vaace. of the 
attaiDMnt of pupils of equivalent intelli&•llOe, aae, 
aDd otb.er related factors twenty yeara qo.2 .. 
Although inveatiaatiou ahow aome iaproveMI\t in the 
nadine acb.f.eveaent of today' a cbild.ren over those of so• 
15 
twat7 or tlU.rty :rean qo, .._.tor• a bow 1a tbair vri.t1aa• 
aa an.at n•ardiaa tM. raafll.rc pel"fon.._ of Marie• 
cd\il.4rea. tJU.a ia evUaat t.y w.u- Jlauey • • i_...tiJ,atiea 
to det.-J.aa tile n-'taa atatu of leatuoky d114ru. u ia• 
4icated. ,_,. •taadard.ind. readiJl& _.'-•-•t tuta _. to ..-
.-paruou wid\ u:tiorual aor.a. 'ftae CalUoftia &ea4iaa Teat, 
tbe Metrop61itan a.-.u.a Teat .- tba Staafoftl l.eadiaa Te.et 
•n pvea. to 29,921 ICNI'tb ar..a. pupila aiM! 32,101 d.&hea 
ar-. pU.pila, reprueatial O'f'ar 10 JMli"MA't of daa earoll.Mat 
for tlaaM two are4u ia tha peblic achoola of lteD.tucky. I.e• 
qlta abowa4 tbat tila fourth ar•n wen rucliBa up to t1le 
aatioaal .. ,... , 1Mtt tbat 'tM •iakth aradera wen Mlov taa 
aatitmat aona _. weald thenfon, -..rieaoe 4iff1oulty ia 
id..&ll acta.ool eounu recpd.riaa read:LJai oilit7. '-•J' Ql• 
auted that •n atlldiea of tbt. tJpe h .... of tba faeton 
(aellool oraaJU.aatioa, teaehi"' •tho4a) lmowrl to 11lflM1\0e 
Mid••-•. •• lt waa Ida Mlief tllat tld.a aipt be tba bt.· 
&iaai"' of otaaac .. worthy of tM kiM of educatioa .AMrio ... 
waat for tllair ebildna.2S 
Cb.i14na 4o •n ru4ia& ia acllool toda7 thaa av.r 
before. _.....ia ill tM apper &radu ia • parpoaehl iwla• 
peadeat na4i~t~; "'"'-'"~"• -Y p11pil• fail to denlop ill 
nadia& ald.lla blaue, too ofta, tlley an left to "ral7 
eatinly 1lpOll U.U.atal le....U..C fer fllrtbar Mftlo,..at 
16 
of ..... , ..... t6 a.•taa 1e a taialciac , ....... ilwol•iaa ..., 
akilla ad 8Uitiea. Jut .. aya~tie iMtnJCitia u 
._.._,. .tor ._.eloph& ald.lla o1 ati'UCtval aaalyau w 
pboMtio akilla, •• it La f.laportaM; ia 6lwlopill:l ~...,., 
wtd.eta La called, 1tJ Cllarw a. ••••• ... of t'M "tw ill· 
po:rtat key a to n..U.ac 1•tnotioa." Cloaely Nlated to tbia 
ia aaotller Jray, ... 1,, "wl'f. i..._tifieatioa." loeba ooa• 
teMecl tbat te.-.n .._ cwa le .. old.lclna to expnaa ,._. 
ael...a eo-..rrd.Jta eMir ... Ul*riueu an Ml.pil:l& tMia foa 
.. _,ta aad build riell-...a1Ma1ar1u.a7 Ia cU.a-•aa tlla 
pi'Obl• of •ocabtllary 1a .._ .. , .. , Dale olaiMd that Mtbore 
of oid.WNa' • --. ..-4 ~~a&•i- .-14 Mtter •••U...te to 
tMir n.t.era if tbey tu.d anatea- Jcaowl.a4&• ctf t• edeM of 
tba weab'lalary poaaea.Mcl lt,- tbeir au41aace. Tld.a i.a aat 1ae 
. .,., 
tMIBIIU.W-t 
21ucar D.tle, ''Tba Probl• of YooaiNl.ary ill a..siq," 
liDs.l$ifMl IMSU:S&\ IIJ.lUi& XXXV (May, 1956), P• ll.lt. 
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._ ata~u• ...-. .._ ......._. .,..uua11J ,__... 
ft0a~Ja187 ......... ., Dolell ... LMd.a ........ f1•• 
t .. t•-~ Tllol"'l41lce, Gat••• Gurnll•l\ll.Uvaa, Stallfo1'4, aad 
Matnpolitaa••to liM Mw wll ... .-1_,. tuta ....... Gll• 
cln1l'a ldlowled&• of wold. ......... ...._ tau.. teatiJt&, .. lt WM 
f...S tut tM vooabuluy t .. t •l·oat tlld.'Mnally __. eai.J' 
tile tint or ••t •••• clefiaitin of a word, leaYi"' oat 
1 • ....,_, 2. Mrived. ••'•• _. 3. fi.prat1ve •*•·"29 
TbeJ ooaol114e4 tM.t ..Utbi YMaiNlU'7 tote to aot 4o a ... 
plete job of •aeut111 ¥MaiNlaJ7 ..S. elaiMd tl'&at teat• alao814 
'M •• ooaetnete4 cut the cb!W M abl.e to tell all 1te Jaaow 
aiM\rt " wo1"4. 
B.aelael s. htton e01Ml-.ote4 • ..,.rt.au t-..p ia· 
tealliYe atuil7 It! wr<la ..... • 1...-~ pu1o4 .- tM tlll.iM• 
p.ta la ... l to aa•rtaia tile U~pNv...- _. a..ai .. abUiCJ'. 
ftia ... carried oa ia 1952 at tile Vld.ftnity of Guoata &le• 
.. aq Sdlool -. .... .16 eW.JAna pa':tioipatect. ftata r-a• of 
........ •• tra o.a to s.7 .....,.:Laa to tM aunu-
h111•• .... 1111 Capacity T .. t ... r.n.11..S111li•• l.eadi"' 
~at T .. t l'oftl A.. ftU ld.ailt M aa iDIIi.oatt.a of tllia 
U.,.naaoe of ayat ... ,io iut~Netiea 1a ·~ deftlop• 
-t.• 
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of na4iq ald.ll.a iutl"'**tio• ill - iutaao.. ia t~pp&r cr ..... 
A aWily tbat beara thoU 0\Jt ... oo1Miucte.4 in tM C1ava1all4 
publie acboola a., WoseDel'dt witl\ S64 oldlclna iD. third. ar• 
a.ad. 60S ia aixtb arade. Sba .. c.-pariao'U betw.ea tbe aeoru 
ebtaiM4 oa two trait• of tM. Staa!od .Aebie.v._t Taata, pal"• 
crapb. •aaiaa .... word ...aiaa. wbioh .... tbat ••a tkiN 
,_..._ aln l....U.DI cbil.ctna •n. aipU.fioaatl)' better at WON 
Maaai"' tbaa at Peqrapl\ MaalliJII• By aiatl:l 1rade ehil.dna 
ana De.ttu at aattiaa •waa r..- a parecrapb than at HJ. .. t-
11tl tbe oornct word to eo~~plat:a a •rta.ia tldild.tioa. ttSl 'fha 
valuable put plAJ'ed by vooalNlarJ, or wo1'4-kftowledp, i.a tM 
raetUaa aet :La eapraeae4 weU by Fora: 
It ia aalf-e.vi.d.eat tbat wn-Jraowl .. p ia t.M. con of 
ald.lity te ...-. ADil if nadia& 1a a p~ai'M a,atbe• 
aia of 'tM •eai.ala of wol.'d.a • OOIIPftbeaai.oa 1a nduecl 
-., vape. aad. i8oe~Dpleta .... ._.. of •..U.•· Ceat.R 
•;y fill part of tba lAP lMt tba --1aa of tbe whot. a 
fetm4 ill tM ••iaa of J9- ....,... .. worda .- ia tbair 
relatioa to OM aaotbar. 
c.prebeuion, wtd.ch ia oeu.W.ra4 tJaa .... _. of nad.• 
1"1, U. beell illtarpntted. ia ..., ••7• aa •n kaowl.aclp of 
tlta vbola re.U.Jll pneeaa :La 1aiMd. Maar :l.lwaati&atora apee 
tbat o-.NMMioa dou aot )'ieU to atatiatioal aul.)'aia. 
"llaYal't'Mleaa, t• aa)'a Witty, "tba ue of atawl.arcliae4 'teat• 1e 
uually noa••••• u tbe _, objutiYe awl IMtat •'-ltll• 
•,-:-_. r 
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~~eana of measuriq achievement and. of identifyin& the retarcled.u33 
The earliest method of rae.asuring comprehension was by use of 
"yea or no" ancl "true or false'' items that were too brief to 
yield a general comprehension score. A siqle. reading test 
is very limited iu the ldnda of reading materials that can be. 
tested. According to Traxler, 
The more recent testa are longer and. generally provide 
anywhere from three or four to eight or ten different 
scores. Some of these are not aa loDI aa they should be 
in order to m.e.aaure reliably aa many aap!tits of reading 
ability aa tbe.y are designed to JDeaaure. 
Wrightstone, Justman, and Robbins took a more optim.iatic view 
of what a reading teat doeas 
Read.ina is not a unitary ability; it is a combination of 
component and related abilities and skills. The typical 
readin& teat tapa many important aspects of readiq com-
prehension. The various iteJU require the child not only 
to get literal meaninsa aJ'Id note direct detail, but also 
to infer the •aninga of words; to see, follow, and infer 
relationships; to wei&h tba ai&nificance of ideaa; to 
make subtle interpretations; and to draw general conclu• 
siona about3~b.e content, tone, and purpose of the read-ing matter. 
Not only a read.ina achievement teat, but also an in-
telligence test, and other testa, if possible, should be ad• 
ministered when teatin& to observe the proareaa made in read• 
ing. An intereatin& study was made by McCracken of 56 sixth 
&rade. pupils who were given the. California Test of Mental 
33paul Witty and David Kopel, Rtadi!l and the Eclus;a• 
tive Process (Chicago: Ginn and Company, 1':95 , p. 67. 
!~Arthur E. Traxler, •fJfeasure.menta in tbe. Field of 
Readin&", !!!iliah Journal, XXXVIII (March, 1959), P• 1~5. 
3SJ. Wayne. Wri&htstone., Jose.ph Justman, and. Irvin& 
aobbina, !Jaluat:ion in Moc.\arn Ecl3Wation, (New York: Anerican 
Gook Company, 1956) , p. 241. , 
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teat that ia being uae.cl, as well as the informal reading in-
ventory used, and. alao the criteria employed to estimate func· 
tional readin& levels. 
"Changea in society d.eteraine change in education.u 
"Scientific Movement in Ed.ucation!'' ''Those who think, read! 
Those wbo rea4, thiDklt' "What Ivan K.Dowa That Johlmy Doesn't" 
These and. other like expressions cauae coutemation of vary• 
ina deareea in the minda of educators today. They alao start 
the spark of criticiam froa some unqualifie.d laymen. In view 
of the earnest efforts of tbe experts to find tbe solution to 
the seeminaly ever-present problea of poor readers in American 
achoola, it is imperative to take into consideration the many 
and. separate. phases in rea<lina growtll. llaaearch in reaclina; 
gives credit to the proareaa that baa been made, but nowhere 
to the writer's knowledce ia it stated that the answers have 
been founcl, and. success is achieve.d. Rather, aa tialea ctenge, 
reading trends auat ever aove foreward. BoDd and Tinker, in 
reviewiftl the various teachina raethoda since 1900, a aid, 
·~brouchout tbeae years actual classrooa practice in reading 
baa laa&e4 behiD4 the kiD4 of reaclin& inatruction conaiclered 
desirable in terma of current needs. Many acboola are 50 years 
behind. the currently d.efinac! neecia. tt38 
3Bouy L. BoD4 aD4 Mile.a A. Tintc.r, R.eaclii! Diffioultiea 
Tbsir Dieay and CoffiJtion, (New York: Apple>on:::Sntury• 
Croft a, ncorporate.d~ · . ) , p. 28. 
22 
Standardized Readins Testa--Then aDd Now 
The true worth of education ia in pr01a0ting the 4e· 
velopme.nt of the potential within the i'DClividuala. This ia 
beat accomplished by knowiq the in4iviclual and the extent of 
hia capabilities. Much of this infomation ia obtained throuah 
evaluation. Evaluation in the form of atan4ardized teats baa 
played an important part in education. Lazar and Aronow con-
fil"'led this: t•Standardized testa spurred the twe.ntie.th-century 
scientific movement in education. u39 Many changes that have 
taken place. in the area of acbool instruction were dependent 
in some way upon the use of testa. A good teatiftc prograa 
that is effectively utilized is a valuable contribution to 
school iaprovement as well aa to the pid.ance to the in4ivi4· 
ual in develop in& according to the beat of his abilitie.a. 
':~~ 
-,-,' 
'~~· ·-
-~·., 
·i. 
.. 
With this scientific 1110vement in education came a vast ,. 
<-
amount of experimentina of ideas. Mort and Cornell explained ,,; 
that ''As a result, textbooks were rewritten, courses modified., 
Chall&e in emphasis &iven to various aspects Of the tool SUb• 
jecta, and there emerged a great variety of teats d.aai&Mc1 to 
meuure. the results of inatruction."AIO Accordin& to them, a 
serious conflict arose in the 1920's between tbe testing 
39tfay Lazar and. Miri• Arono'\'1, ''llesearch Uses of Teat-
ina Proar-.", Eclusation, LXXVII (March, 1957), p. 397. 
40Paul ll. Mort and Francia G. Cornell, Ame.Ij;sfth:S~t• ~TJ""ition, (New York: Teachers Colleae, ColUilb a ~vera y, 
i ' p. '·-
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110vement and. tbe curriculum refora, because the people re.apon-
aible for conatructiq the teats did not keep abreast of new 
developments in the curriculua. At the a-. time, curriculWil 
designers were too busy with their own tasks to be. concerned 
with teat-making. It was not until the 1930's that an in-
tegration of tbaae two movements waa apparent. 
There may be aoae basia today for belief that teat• 
makers will dictate the curriculWil, but no need for anxiety. 
A standardized teat will evidently influence teaching to soma 
extent, but if the teat ia constructed by experts , that in-
fluence should be beneficial. Ebel was of the opinion that 
"if tbe teat-makers try, as many of thea do, to catch aD4 re-
flect in their testa a consensus of the jud.gme.nt of C\lrriculum 
apecialiata, it aeema unreasonable to charge them with attempt• 
ing to dictate curriculum developmenta."4l Lindquist aeeaed 
to aaree when he a aid' 
Tbe content of a general achiev ... nt teat does not describe 
=~~ :=tg ~;~bf!!.;: i~t "i:~rf:-: :~.~~t ,r::r:f of 
the. present atatua, not of the d.eaired status of achieve• 
aaent. Tba seneral achieve•nt teat ia4!urely a ~~easuring inatruaaent, not a teaching instrument. 
Although this statement was directed to the general achieve.• 
ment teat, it aee.llla reasonable that the reading teat would be 
included. 
4laobert L. Ebel, "Standardized Achievement Te.ata - U8e.a 
and. Liaaitations", Natiol!fl llH!Btarx Principa}., VLI (Septeaabe.r, 
1961), p. 31. 
42E. P. Lindquist, "The Technique of Conatructinc Teate", 
Ecluca£iQ1la\ B.econ, XV (January, 1934), p. 84. 
·.-. ·-
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The procedure for constructing reading achievement 
teats is a very technical one, just as that for constructing 
any other standardized test. Committees composed of teat 
specialists and subject-matter specialists are organized to 
study the objectives and content of many different textbooks 
and curricula. Traxler explained that after objectives are 
\ 
approved and submitted for criticism, 
About twice as many items or questions are written as will 
be needed. These are then tried out with a larae sample 
of pupils, and the difficulty and validity of the iten~ 
are calculate44~n accordance with well-defined statlsti• 
c.al procedure. 
Balter wrote that "the developer IIIUst experiment with item con• 
tent, item order, the scoring scheme, various groups of subjects 
and various criteria of me.asures.••44 After the final forma 
are assembled they are. administered to a representative popu-
lation which would consist of thousands nf pupils in order that 
norma might be established. Traxler explains further that ''ex• 
tensive studies are then made of the reliability, intercorre• 
lation, predictive value, and validity of the. test score.a."45 
These studie.s are conducted by test~rs themselves. 
Private research workers froa time to time investigate 
a particular test for their own reasons and to contribute to 
43Arthur E. Traxler, "Standardized Tests", ~~ti,sm.al 
Education Aaaocietion Journal, VLVIII (November, 19~5, P• 19. 
44T. B. !aker, "Generalized Item and Test Analysis 
Prograllltt, MucetioPfi f!!4 Psycholo&ical Maaaurement, XXIII (Spring, l§i!), p. 7. 
4S,raxler, VLVIll, 20. 
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the field of education. Jamea wiabad to determine. tbe reli-
ability of the California Teat of Mental Maturity--Elementary 
Series and the Metropolitan Achieveant Teat--Fora a.. She 
cave the California teat to 114 fourth &radera ancl the Metro• 
politan teat to 137 fourth gradara of two elementary schools. 
for Ne&roea in Petersburg, Vir&iDia. Sbe atatech 
Tbe coefficient of reliability was calculated for each 
section of the California Teat of Mental Maturity an4 for 
each sub-teat of the Metropolitan AchieveMnt Teat by the 
ao•called aplit•teat or coaparable balvea method. The 
coefficients of reliability of tbe sub-testa of the Met-
ropolitaa Aohieveaaant Teat wen &ene.rally lower than the 
coefficients of reliability for the California Teat of 
Mental Maturity. Tbe differenee.a between the coefficient• 
of reliability reported. in the Maaual of Directiona accoa-
panyiraa tbe Metropolitan Actdeveaent Teat aD4 thoae. ob-
tained in the atudy were atatiatically ailftifioant.~ 
ADotb.e.r atudy by Barry wu for the purpose of ooa-
pariua tbe Metropolitan Achievement Teat--Elementary Fora R. 
aD4 tbe ITIS Pora 2 to detel'lliae bow differently tbay meaaure 
achieve~~ent. The Otis Quick-Scoria& Mental Ability Teat alao 
waa used in. this atud.y coapriai.Dc 235 children froa the fourth 
arade of a typical New lftlland town in tbe acbool year 1957-58. 
Tbe results of the acorea on the aub-teata were coapare4 sta-
tistically: 
Tbe atucly il141catecl that the Metropolitan Achievuent 
Teat and tbe ITIS are COJIP&rable b. their meaau~nt, aDd 
that the group aa a whole fOUIUI the Metropolitan Teat lua 
difficult to take. Reaulta alao il¥licate4 that the pro-
portion of hip achievers ia consistently laraer . oa the 
Metropolitan aubteata. The proportion of low achievers 
46Lucy Newld.rk J .... , ''The R.e.liabUity of Two Stanclar• 
diaed Teats in a Group of Fourth Grada Pupil•"• (uapubliabed 
'~ter'a diaaertation, Virginia State Colle&•• 1953), pp. 24-25 
26 
ia couiatently laraer on tbe Iowa au'b•teata. 47 
R.eaearoh ia conatantly beinc ooDd.uoted in the area of 
validity, reliability, factor analyaia, and reapoue set which 
Ludlow in 1953 ola~ "baa produced reaulta which will surely 
improve the science of teat conatruction. However, one cannot 
raaiat speculatin& wbetber tbeae atatiatical coDai4erationa 
have outrun the quality of the teat tbemaelvea. n48 Baker, in 
1963, reviewed tba Generalized It• and Teat .A:aalyaia :rro&r• 
that was deaianed "to provide tbe t .. t 4evelope.r and cou'UIIer 
with a Mana of eaaUy analyziq tbe iutru~~ent aa a whole as 
well as each of the iteu coutitutiq the inatrtaenta. n49 
Thia ahowa how expe.rta in the field of teatinc are coutantly 
atriviq to keep tbe beat poaaible inati'Uillenta available. 
Chauncey conaid.ered. thia art of preparing achiev ... nt teat 
queationa aa an indication of pro&reaa aayin&: ''Tbe trend baa 
been away fro. teats with purely factual queationa to thoae 
with questions that require atudenta to reaaon, to uae data 
provicled, and to apply tbeir factual knowledge to the solution 
of DeW proble.u.u50 
47Jarbara A. Barry, ''A C011pariaon of tbe MetropolitaD. 
Achieveaant Test and the. I.T.B.s. in Grade. Pour in a Typical. 
New £D&lah4 Town", (unpubliabecl Kuter'• diaaertation, Boaton 
University, 1958), p. 68. 
48Herbert Glenn Ludlow, "Trends and Iaauea in Standar• 
dised Tea tine••, iJur!fl !f §d:ucetional R.eaevc9 • XLVII (Deeea• 
ber, 1953), p. 2 • 
49Jla&er, XXIII, 187. 
· Report o!~~=:~· J;:!!HJ! i!!tl::tt::.m. gmm' 
Report 1960·61, (Princeton, New J'eraey: Ec.\uoational TeatiQ& 
Service, 1961), p. 32. 
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As was stated earlier, the first few decades of the 
twentieth century witnessed a struggle on the part of test-
makers to offer educators an adequate variety of testa. This 
waa pointed out by Witham who recorded that of the 110 American 
reading teats found on the market • approximately 57% of them 
were published since 1940, and only 46' have been revised since 
1950. In some cases only the format was changed but content 
reaained the same. 51 It is the consensus that tests should be 
revised every ten years in order to keep them up to date, but, 
because of costa, few test publishers are able to accomplish 
this task. 
Writers differ in their opinion about what a teat of 
read.ing ability measures. Lennon, who made a review of history 
and research of many testa, found reading teats to yield mea-
surement on seventy or eighty different skills. He susgesta 
that these skills might be placed in divisions aa followaa 
It would seem that we m.ay recognize and hope to measure 
reliably the following components of reading ability: (l) a general verbal factor, (2) comprehension of explic-
itly stated material, (3) comprehension of tmplicit or 
latent me.anins, and (4) an element that might be termed 
"appreciationn.52 
Gates, in a study of 18 tests for silent reading, 3 
for oral reading, and 6 for word-knowledge in 1921 , recognized, 
even then, that progress was being made in the testing field. 
51Anthony P. Witham (ed.), "The Index to lteading Material: 
Testa in Reading", Elsmentm EQiliah, XXXX (March, 1963), p. 320. 
52aobert T. Lennon, "What Can Be Measured?'', Readiy 
' Teacher, XV (March, 1962), p. 333. 
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It waa the opinion of many that in soma testa ca.iac onto the 
aarket at that time an ilaprovement could be seen, over teats 
of earlier times. However, Gates taad.e a plea for testa with 
greater perfection in these words: 
Reading is a function whiCh can be profitably measured 
and in which rate and comprah&naion can be differenti• 
ated, although moat of our teats do not do so. Tbe pres-
ent tuts are uetul, but aot perfect iutruments. We 
need teats constructed with such care that the numaroua 
defects found in the teats now in existence shall be 
avoided.53 
Reading teats under the name. of achieveant and apti• 
tude are listed aa survey testa and comprise 61~ of all readiaa 
testa, as calculated by Withem. This is the type of teat, in 
hia opinion, that ia lllOat familiar to tba teacher of read.in& 
becauae ita purpose is to present a fairly accurate ~~easure of 
the level of ctifficulty at which a pupil oan read..54 
Chauncey agree.d that the objective in adminiaterinc 
achieve.ment or aptitude teats is to obtain the llaaSUre of a 
student • a ability and knowleqe •. He ad.da that "tbe. larger tbe 
sample , the aore repreaentative the a ample , and tbe better the 
individual questions, tbe better the teat will be. u55 
A read.in& test referrecl to u a survey instrument meaa-
urea 1roup achievement and uncovers group weaknesses. Tbis 
53Artbur I. Gates, "An Bxpe.ri-.ntal aD4 Statietical 
Study of Read.iq and Readin& Teats", e;;e: gf Ed.Uati2~ 
Paxchelog, XII (September, October, ~r, 1§2 , p.4. 
54withaa, XXXX,320. 
55cb.au'Acey, 21 • 
. .. -
-; 
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type of! teat ia uaecl in IIAilY achool ayateu aa an aid. in 4e-
temiaing curricular revision, teaobiq eapbaaia, or achool 
ataadiq. School• have set up teatitaa pro&rau wb&re.by aya• 
teutic teatib& is co'l\4uote.c! pe.rio4ioally. Standard.ized. testa 
were re.quirecl by the. atate of Cal.iforaia for tbe first tae 
iD. 1963. )Ja&nuaon and Gipe claia that .. the ce~t.tral purpoee 
of the state teatiq proar• is to improve the quality aDd 
appropriateaaas of instruction offered iD. the public acbools.n56 
Tbere. are. so. weakne.aau or lild.tatioraa ill testa a'lld 
tutiq that shoulcl be conaid.end. in a review of thia killd. No 
teat aituation ia a normal situation, aa4 aboYe all ia tbia 
true for a reacliq teat. Tba tiaa eleaaent aay cause a preaaure. 
reaultiac in over-acldev ... at or else cause u'Dd.ue teuion fnaa· 
tratina the teatee. Tbe aaount of interest or cleaire. would be 
lackinc to furnish sufficient 110tivation. 
Testa requiriq written reapouea liaait tbe validity 
of tbe tuta because a a kill other thea re.ad.ins :La called. for. 
Tlda requirement ia foa4 aore frequently in older e4itiou of 
e~andarcliaed testa. 
Scorea on any teat are aai4 to be "approxillatiou of 
tba true or actual achieveMI'lt rather than exact or ooapletely 
accurate i'Dd.ioatiou. n57 Error in .. aaureant, to a areater 
, 57Eaery P. Bli-r, ''Uaiq aD4 lnterpretiaa, Aohieve-
.. nt Teet lleaulte", yuytig, LXXfll (March, 1957), p. 3,... 
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or leaa de&ree, ia expe.cted on the beat of teata. The error 
uy ori&inate froa tbe teat, tba teatee, or tba ex•iner. 
Alao, in regar4 to aoorea, it ia fo\1114 that thoae listed above 
the top aa4 below the bottoa aoorea do DOt exteDd far eaouah 
aD4 are. oouidered. uDreliable. 
Either areat value can reault froa a teatiraa proar•, 
or auch a pro&r• can be a ueleaa perfol"llal\Ce, clapend.iD& upon 
'~i- ~ 
...;:..-_ ,_ 
:~~: . 
wbat bappena after tbe teatina ia over. The teat reaulta can ·, 
be uaed, abuaed, or aillply recorcle4 aD4 not uaed.. It ia a 4e· 
plorable thiDa wban tbe latter take.a place, becauae ao IIUCh 
k:DowledJe could be &aiDed. throqh tbe.ae acorea for the iaprove-
•nt of the il'l4ivi4ual. Purthemore, tis interpretation of teat 
data ia an abuae of tbe teat inatru..nt att4 an injuatice. to all 
concerned. It ia the reaponaibility of e&siniatratora to know 
their inatw.ellt aDd of teacbera to obtain the information rae.ede4 
in order to &lean froa reacli'DI te.ata all that ia poaaible. 
MacMinn e.xpreaaecl hia opi'Qion of tbe uae of tuta in tbia way: 
"The importance ad uaefulnaaa of te.ata in e-valuation aD4 teach• 
i"' cannot be overeatiutec1."58 
Quite a critical poaition waa taken by CUrtiaa RaNaey, 
who, in 1960, waa takina; part in an extenaive re.aearch project 
in four atatu in wbich the uae.a of atan4ar4ise4 teata by achool 
ayat•a vaa beiq exaainecl. He pn4icte4 tbat aoat of the atan- •' 
dardizad. teata of today will not be at all appropriate for uae 
58laul Maold.nn, .. A Pew Baaic Pacta About Teata", §thgol 
14.ft• XLII (Septdber, 1959), P• 5. 
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in the schools of 1985 because of their arace deficiencies. 
He claimed that test designers and publishers of a well-known 
achievement test admit, privately, that they have no definite 
purpose for choosing the particular items included in the teat. 
Also, R.amaay reported that a number of popular achievem.ent 
testa are very lacking in their analyses of curricular achieve-
ment, and yet they are being widely uaed for studyir~& the 
achievement of school syatema. Another contention of his was 
that •tm.oat of the recently staDdardize.d teats have been con-
structed according to outmoded oraanizational patterns, and 
cannot efficiently be used with our modern electronic data 
processing equipment."59 What response this article will a-
rouse froa authorities in the. field of educational testina 
remaina to be seen. 
Having considered some of the weakne.aaea of, standard• 
ized reading testa, knowing that the experts theluelves are 
constantly strivina to provide better inatruaents, and being 
witaesa to harsh criticism of thea, one finds it only proper 
to emphasize some of the strong points of these testa. Scores 
on a standardized test, as well as on a teacher-made teat, re-
present a hi&hly obje.ctive form of inforraation. Authors of 
standardized tests usually are skilled in writin& itema. Tha 
iteu are also pre. tested. diacrilainate.d, and aiven ad.e.quate 
59ourtis Paul R.amae.y, ''Test ina in Tomorrow • a School ••, 
E<lJcational J4a4!rship, XVII (May. 1960), p. 506. 
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balance ao that a teacher can judce a pupil with mora confi-
dence than from hand-made testa or from a merely subjective 
baaia. 
Hi&h reliability ratina of a standardized reading test 
gives adequate confidence that scores on that teat are hi&hly 
accurate measure of the achievement manifested thereby. 
Another contribution of standardized achievement testa 
which proves to be valuable ia ita provision of national, re-
&ional, or state-wide norma. Ebel in describing standardized 
testa said, .. These nonu enable the. user of a standardized 
teat to obtain an external, broadly baaed standard for judging 
the achievement of pupils ... 60 
Throuah the use of staDdarclized readina teats an ap-
praisal of growth of individuals or croups ia more easily made. 
They are a great aid in identifying the gifted pupils aa well 
aa a child with a readina handicap. More children can receive 
the kind of help they naed because of readina testa. Accordina 
to Nila 1. Smith's consideration of what baa been done in the 
area of reJM.dial reading, certainly teat ill& is a contributing 
factor. She stated, 
The science of remedial readina haa developed tremendously 
in recent years. We now know how to identify remedial 
readers, and we have developed ways of diagnoaiDg an4 
treating them. The layman often jumpa to the conclusion 
that since he. has only heard about remedial readers in 
fairly regfnt years, that we didn • t have them in the good 
old days. 
60Ebel, VLI, 32. 
6lsJBith, VII, 187. 
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Deeper search into readiq probleu haa helped to aive 
a areater knowled.se of the aourcea of present -4ay read.in& 
probleu. Many clifficultiea have their baoklro\llld. in tbe pu-
pil 'a baalth and. pb.yaical haD4icapa or hia hotae aD4 social en-
vircnaent, aa well aa in eclucatioD&l faotora alone. Betta 
uraed. an ilaproveaent in health aervicu in acboola, becauae 
impaired haar:Lna faulty vision, aD4 brain injury are other 
defects that block learniq. Tbe Mecl in each of tbeae areaa 
cloea not seem to d.ecre.aae over the years in any area to a no-
ticeable d.egree, althoqh in c011parift1 schools now ~th those 
of years put the factor of clrop-outa :La not a coacern. Thia 
view waa expressed. by latta aa follows: ''Children with read-
inc probleaa have always been in tba achoola, but tbey either 
quit school or were conaicle.red. atupicl. So there probably has 
been no increase in tbe nuaber of non-read.e.ra. tt62 
su-ary 
Mod.ern liv:f.Dc d.etaaDda IIOd.ern reaclia&. Children auat 
be able to raacl with gre.ater efficiency. Parents aD4 tbe pub-
lic are constantly on the alert to find chaD&••, to fil'lcl ill· 
provement, and eYen to find error in reacliDa instruction in 
American acb.oola today. Experts are ever inveatisatiq into 
the paat, obaerviq tbe present, and. experi.Mnti.D& for the 
future in orcler that aateriala aD4 •tboda of inatruction, eur-
ricullllll, au evaluation ai&ht be the beat that ed.ucatioll can 
62~:. A. Betta, ''R.aad.ina: llow aD4 Tben", frclHttj.ou, 
LXXVIII (October, 1957), P• 86. 
-.:'"-· 
offer. 
The priDlary purpose of the present study ia to compare 
tb.e d.iffereDce in diffiOlllty between earlier and recant stan• 
clardized reading testa. However, aiD.ea the research to elate 
concami:ag tbia specific area ia very liaaited., tbe writer hall 
devoted her second. chapter to a compariaon of reading achieve-
ment today aDd. twenty years aao and to a discussion of ataD4ar-
dize4 readiq teats. 
There is great speculation and couaternation, but not 
a wealth of research about the. statu of reading achievement. 
The writer has cita4 the results froa a number of studies to 
compare the readin& achievU~ent of today with that of twenty• 
five years qo. PiDdin&a are not so spectacular aa to warrant 
coaaplace.Dey on the part of eclucatora; but neither should eclu• 
cators have a feeling of defeat. It is the opinion of moat 
authors, and. tbe conclusions of those who have conducted in-
ve.atigatiou, that children today read aa well or better than 
cbild.ren of earli.e.r clays. 
The value of standarclize.d reading tests as an aid. to 
e.valllation haa been re.alize.d more and aore. over the years aa 
educators bacom.e. aore scientific in their profusion. Such 
inatl"UUIents which fumiah atddarcla of achievement, aa ve.ll aa 
pupils' atrenatha allCl ve.altneaaea in reading with a certain 4e· 
gre.e of reliability, are not to be disregarded. Gray .a!!A 
B.eaae stated: 
Authorities in the field of ad:ucational Maaure.sent hold 
to hip. ataaclarcla. They JBaintaiB that readiDC ability 
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is raeasureable only in the raaul t, and. cannot be accu• 
rately appraised by Mraly watchina the prooeaa ancl 
noting how pupils atucly, how they enjoy raadi,, aDd. 
ao on -- altbougb6tneae factors are iaportant n the learninc process. 3 
In the light of the review of standardized achieve-
ment testa as presented in thia study, it ia el.ear that read.ina 
teats are limited to only a few of the aspects of reac:liq. 
Other liaitations in atal'ldardiaec:l testa are the eleaent of 
time, error of meaaure.ment, require.ant for written reaponee, 
and the limited range for recording reaul ta. 
Sta.Mardiaed reading testa have INch to offer. .Amotll 
the strong points cited were an.J.yaia of iteu used, tbe re-
liability with which it measures, the norma that have been 
established, ancl the inaight into pupil diagDOaia and. &roup 
proareaa. 
Uaera of teats would be wise to inveatigate the abun• 
dance of available testa before. .. kiD& a selection, in orc.ter 
to choose the oDe that will beat fit their proara. Tbe.ae 
teata can be valuable tools in meaaurina readiD& achievement, 
particularly if they are used with proper interpretation. Be• 
cause readiq ia one of the aoat ne.ceaaary anc:l valuable of all 
school aubjecta, it ia the subject of moat criticisa. Con-
troversial iaaue.a have ariaen about rea4iq inatruotion, teat-
in&, and. about education in aene.ral an4 they will conti~ to 
arise in the future. Caswell noted proareaa in aayiq, "To 
63J.illian Gray and Dora Raeae, I•• C!Ql. Tg 
' attd., (lfew York: The R.onald Preas Company~ ), p~ • 
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a areater extent than ever before., ed.ucation hu been seen aa 
a aeana of improving the everyday living of people. u64 
Controversy and criticiaa can &ive incentive to &reater 
explorations that lead to discoveries in this field an4 many 
related onea. It is tba opinion of the writer, &ained froa 
this investigation, that at the present time leaders in edu-
cation are thrusting foreward in almost every area with a 
aeeud.na unre.et until their goals are achieved. In the meantime 
the high quality of material now available in the areas of 
reading and tea tina, if uaed to advantage, will be sufficient 
instruments for tbe competent teacher or administrator in con• 
tributinc to worthwhile education. 
64H. L. Caswell, "Achiev ... nt and. Challena;e", NatioDal 
, YHttion Af•ocietign Journal, XLVI (March, 1957), p. tli!. 
't-,,_ < 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PROOEDURE 
The purpose of this study was to compare the diffi-
culty of the early and recent editions of standardized read-
ing tests. By comparing the differences between performance 
on two editions of the Stanford Reading Test and the Metro-
politan Reading Test. the writer hoped to find out whether 
the recent test is more difficult, and whether the achievement 
of children is better on recent tests than on earlier tests. 
It was also the aim of this work to compare the results of 
certain Cedar Rapids children with national norms of the earli-
est and latest available tests. Furthermore, by this compar-
ison, there was a possibility of contributing in some measure 
to the discussion of present day achievement in relation to 
achievement a quarter of a century ago. 
Standardized Tests 
Description of Tests Used 
Inquiry was made of publishers of several popular 
standardized reading tests. Except in the case of two tests 
it was impossible for this writer to find a span of twenty 
years between editions. Therefore it was necessary to confine 
the experime.nt to the. use of the Stanford Reading Te.st and the 
Metropolitan Reading Test. 
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The earliest available tut for the Stanford was the 
1929 edition, which waa uaed together with the 1954. Although 
the 1932 edition of the Metropolitan waa out of print, copies 
of the original teat were obtained by an offset printina aac:1e 
possible with permission of the Harcourt, Brace and World In-
corporated .1 Their 11.0at recent edition, 1959, was chosen • 
raaking at least twenty-five years difference between the two 
editions of both the Stanford and the Metropolitan teat. 
The Metropolitan Achievement teat was first published 
in 1932; ldnor revisions were lla4e in 1936. Durina the period 
1947-50, completely new forma were publiahecl. Hobson, in re-
viewiaa this aeries of reading testa, claimed: "The 1947 re-
vision and reatandardization involved the largest and moat 
complete standardizing population yet used in the development 
of a standardized maaaure of achievement. n2 A large aaount of 
research went into each revision of the teats, as Duroat re-
ported in his manual for these teats: 
The authors reviewed expert pronounceunta concerning the 
soals of elem.e.ntary education, current research on the. 
nature of essential skills, such aa reading and. work-study 
skills, representative course of study, and several widely• 
uaed textbook aeries in the various branches. 3 
:lLetter fX'Qia Blythe 0. Mitchell, Advisory Service, 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc. and World Book Com-
pany combined under the new firm name of Harcourt, Brace and 
World, Inc., effective in December, 1960. 
2Jamea a. Hobson, "R.eview of Metropolitan Achievemant 
Testa, 1947 Edition,'' The Fourth Mt.ntfY: Megure~~Mlnta Y'arbook, 
ed. Oscar It. Juroa (New Jersey: !hi Geyphon Preas • 19! ) , p. 583. 
3walter H. Durose, ~al Por Interpreti!i Mejrofrilitap. 
' Achi;vetnf Tsata (New York.~arcourt, lrace iii\~ orr, ~. 
1§12 , P• • 
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The Metropolitan Rea4iq Teat: Fora A, 1932 edition,4 
a&e.aaurea vocabulary and readina. There are 65 itema in the 
re.ad.iq sub-teat which ia divicled into two parta. In the firat 
part the teatee ia required to supply the raiaains worc!a in par-
agraphs; in tbe. second. part anawera are to be written in the 
blanks for queatiou on the content of parasrapba. Gertrude 
H. Hildreth explaine.<l that tbeae types eliad.nate the chance of 
anawerina recognition-type queationa without havina rea4 con-
tent material, allowina for a higher level of compreheuion 
tDeaaureae.nt. 5 Worcester criticized this in hia review, stat ina, 
-
Tbe acoriaa of the intermediate and advanced teat is quite 
lar&ely subjective. Tbe keya liat several correct anawera 
for aa. items but do not includ.e all of the anawera which 
aay be correct, and do not augeat the possibility of 
several anawera in aome inatancea where the possibility 
exiata. A aiqle cliffereDCe in the. 1lU11ber of correct an-
avera, however, may Dlalce aa IIUCh aa two aontha difference 
in a child's reading age equivalent.6 
Tbe. nonu for tb.ia first publication of the Metropolital\ llead.-
iq Teat were limited. to 
and an qe equivalent. 
Tbe 1959 edition of the Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
Intermediate Reading Teat Form CM7 conaistecl of a word-knowledge 
5oartrucle H. Hildreth, Ma.l\1181 for Inte~tiy fttro:ao-
lite Mhieveaept Teate (Rew York:ortd lOok ~any,U). 
6o. A. Worcester, "Review of Metropolitan Achieve.JDent 
Testa, 1932 Edition,•• "t Nintlr PoEf:x !tfi:bMe.:£•• fjfit;<'k, eel. Oecar IC.. roa ( w Teraey: or;p ne aa, 
7walter M. O.roat .11. .~&.·, .olit~~ptt Tyta 
Intenae.diate ltea4iDa: Teat: -vona eN iffOrk:~u 7 race '··--
aDd. World, Inc., 1961). 
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teat of 55 iteu. There are lt4 iteu in the read.ing teat de· 
aipled to maaaure 
readin& comprebanaion throuch a aeries of readiq aelec-
tiona, each followed by several 4iversified questions 
aimed at m.eaauriD& ability to cat the central tb.oupt of 
the selection, to clerive the •anin& of a word frOIIl con-
text, to recall aiplificaut 4et-!l• aDd to ia.fer aOM. naw 
fact frOIIl the information &iven. 
Norms derived for scores on this teat are a standard score, 
grade equivalent, percentile rank, abd. stanine.. 
Just aa it is true of other aajor achievement teats, 
the two testa used. for this study have been revised periodi-
cally. The Stanford Achievement Teat was first publiabed in 
1923, completely revised in 1929, again in 1940, and moat re-
cently in 1954. 
The. New Stanford R.eadiq Testa Porm V, 1929 edition9 
waa designed for administration in aradaa two to nine. To have k 
a a~le test cover so many grades is not the practice of teat-
makers to4ay who conatruct a separate teat for every three or , 
four different grade levels. There are 80 blanka in the para-
graph taeaniftC sub-test that are to be filled in with words which 
beat fit into the aeaning of the. paragrapb.a. The 80 iteu in 
tbe word •auins section call for tbe selection of correct 
synonyms or words that would correctly complet~ the sentence. 
8walter N. Duroat, Manual Por lntepret~Metro!;litg 
.,vent Tf!S• (New York: Harcourt, Brace 8i'ia rid, lie., 
2 , P• 3. . 
9TI'U1Dal\ L. Kelley, Giles H. R.uch, and Lewis M. Terman, 
New Stanford !!fii~ Ttat: l'ona V (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
alia WOrld, inc., 1 9). 
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Horaa obtained from this teat •re a standard acore, readiq 
age and school grade. 
The. Stanford Achieve~~ent Test, Intermediate Re.adi.Dg 
Teat: Form LM, 1954 editionlO eliminated the . neee.asity of writ-
ten responses; "he.nce," said He.le.n ltobinaon, "the score is not 
contaminated by handwriting and spe1.ling."ll In the parqraph 
meaning sub-teat of this revision there are 48 itema. Tba 
correct word for each is to be selected from a group of four 
answers.. Reviewers of this achieveMnt teat do not all agree 
about the proper method of measuring comprehansion. R.ohinaon 
found fault with the procedure: 
Unfortunately, the paragraph meaniq section relies en-
tirely on aelectins words to fit tae context. Hence, 
the pupils who have had conaiderable experience. and in-
atruct:f,on in using context clues are likaly to earn 
higher scores. even though they can read leas nll than 
other pupils who have had no such instruction. 
On the other han4 Gaae took. a favorable view of the ~~ethod 
employed in the Stanford teat.. He stated that 
the Stanford •tb.od ..... fl&Perior in that it puts a 
problelll 1110re intrinsic to the parq;raph, aa against the 
somewhat after-tbe•fact flavor of queationa posed after 
the parasraph has been coapletely read. The Stanford 
test' a approach requires tbat tbe proper worc:l be fitted 
into the. paragraph itself; in the question-uked·after-
tbe-paraaraph•approach, the questions IU.Y get at points 
lOT~ L. ICelle.y et al. , Stanford .Achievret Tett 
Interaediate Reading Teat: Form LM tlew York: Uorl ok do., 
1954). 
llHelen M. Robinaon, "l.eview of Stanford Achievement 
Testa, 1953 Edition, .. The Fifth Mental Measuremel\ts Year.,ok, 
ed. Oscar K. BUroa • Oiew Jersey: fiii llryp&in &a a , 1959 , 
P• 755. 
12 i Ib d •. 
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vbieh aeea unimportant to tbe1x-aa4er and require that he. look back iato the paracraph. 3 
The word maaniuc section of tb.e 1953 Stanford teat 
also contains 48 iteiU. In each itea there are four worda 
froa which to make the correct choice tn completinl a sentence. 
Gqe, in comaeuti.Ja& on tbia particular form of teat exercise, 
contert4a that this ia 110re. lo&ical than the requirement of a 
synonym or antolly1R aDd "probably alao factorially more coa-
plex. ttl4 Scores on the 1953 edition yield tbe followina 1\0l"'U s 
standard score, modal-age &rade equivale'At, total-group &rade 
equivale'At, perce'Atile, aD4 ace equivalent. 
Tt£1! !!•t4 iD. ssatt. ••A clarification of tel'lla ·at utecl 
in the four teats described it ooaaidare4 aaoeaaary in order to 
avoid. confusion. SyDDa,aoua tei'IU are aa followa: 
a. Total re.a4ina, averqe of acorea on aub-teata 
b. Para&raph -aru.nc, riaclinc 
c. Voc.Wlary, word •&DiD& 
4. Oracle equivalent, aohool &racle 
Tb.roqhout the reaailldel' of this study, the firat tara of each 
pair will be uaed. 
MNsetratiOB eM Scorpw of tl!f Tsttl 
The adlliniatration of the two e.clitiona of the Metropo-
litan Read.in& Teat and tbe two e4itioaa of the Stanford. hading 
Teat waa conducted by the writer within a two-week period. in 
l3H. L. Gaae, "Raview of Stanford Acb.ieve~~ent Teat a, 
1953 Edition," The Fifth Mental Meaaunanta Yea.rl>ook, eel. 
Oscar It. Buroa. (lle.w Jersey: The Gryphon Preaa, 1959), p. 77. 
14Jbi4. 
.. ,_ fj. 
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February, 1963. All four teata were given in the childre.n•a 
own claaaroou ill orcter to lll.ake tha teatinc aa natural a sit-
uation aa possible. in el\liatiq the beat efforts of the pu-
pils. 
Directions for adainiate.ri~, aa written in the. aanua.la 
for the Stanford R.ea.41q testa ,and the Metropolitan Jlea4iq 
teat a, were adhered to exactly. Por tbe ncent e4itiou of 
both teats, separate answer abaete were uaed. CorreetiDI aD4 
acorin& waa done by hand. accordil'll to the keys aDd tables 
supplied with the teats. A copy of each teat uaed ia included 
in the Appe1'14ix .15 
Population 
Boya an4 girls of the aixth grade in four parochial 
schools in Cedar Rapids , Iowa, IB&4e. up the. experilleatal &roup. 
There were 216 children who c011pletecl the four testa, &114 an 
aclclitional 17 children took ac.e of the testa. Tba tuta for 
tbeae 17 childran were eli•inated froaa the atudy, because, 
since they were absent froll ao• aitti~t~• of the. teatiq, they 
would therefore fundah il\COIDplete ill4ividual acorea. 
There waa DO effort -.de to select children vita re• 
garc.\ to intelli&ence or aocio-ecoooaic atatua, altboup parents 
were lar&ely youna professional people. lt ia tbe. opinion of 
the writer that this ia a representative populatioa of above. 
averqe, averqe, and. a low learners. 
15see Appel\d.ix II, p. 78. 
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Statistical Procedures 
Grade equivalent scores were used in comparing data, 
as raw scores are not comparable for different kinds and forma 
of standardized testa. · 
The coefficient of correlation was determined by the 
Pearson Product-Moment methodl7 for a comparison between the 
early and recent scores of each of the following: (l) Stanford 
paragraph meaning, (2) Stanford vocabulary, (3) Stanford total, 
(4) Metropolitan paragraph meaning, (5) Metropolitan vocabu-
lary, and (6) Metropolitan total. 
The means were found for each aub-test and total of 
the Stanford Reading Teat and the Me.tropolitan Reading Teat. 
To compare the 11e.ana of the early tests with those of the re-
cent teats, the difference between means were e0111puted. The. 
t-teat was then used to determine the significance of differ-
ence between the means. 
Suppaa. 
The testa chosen for study were the 192 9 and the 1954 
editions of the Stanford Reading Test and the. 1932 and the. 
1959 editions of the Metropolitan Reading Test with a span of 
twenty-five years between editions. The.y are similar in struc• 
ture and length. Each of them consists of two sub-teats, namely, 
a vocabulary teat and a paragraph meaning test. The two earlier 
17 Forcaula for use with a calculating machine: 
r • N.gx ... ?::Xi:f • 
".lN£X2 ... o-~x>2 .. ,/~u:y2 ... <:~:y)2 
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editions of the paragraph maaning teats require a written re• 
sponae. that beat fills the blank. This type of teat is quite 
subjective. The later editions show an improvement over the 
former in tbat alternatives are provided from which the cor• 
rect selection is to be made for filling a blank. 
The publishers of the Stanford Reading Teat and. the 
Metropolitan Reading Test have revised these tests periodi-
cally in order that the testa u:d.ght "reflect changes in 
educational goals, curricula, and instructional material." 
Their aim is to "measure what is actually being taught in 
the schools" through the use of ~heir aost recent test and 
thus "describe current aehieve.me.nt. nl8 
Each of the four tests used yield a grade equivalent 
score which was the common norm used for all statistical 
procedures. The degree of correlation between the various 
sub-t-.ts and totals was determined. The t-teat was used to 
find the significance of difference between the me.ana of the 
various testa. 
The population for this study was 216 children from 
the sixth grade of four parochial schools of Cedar Rapids , Iowa. 
The children were given the four tests during two weeks in 
February, 1963. 
l8selected Excerps from Test Service Letters, Division 
of Test Research and Service, (Naw York: WOrld Book Company, 
1958), No. 306. (Mimeograph) 
~lV 
lllf~TA!lOli Of DATA 
TM aajor ob.-ctiv. ot tAU at\11&1 wae to aaeertaia 
wl\&ther thtt.re i• a 4Ufareuca 1a parfo~ bet,... pn•at 
<Ita)' at~ize.cl N&<li'-'a t .. ta atld. nacl.ia& teata of a q;uartar 
of .a ceRt\11'7 aco thnm&A ..,.Ud.atratioa of at~iae4 tuta 
reprueatati-ve of tlwl pn.aent aM. of tM e.arlier typu of 
Secoft4U"y obje.Qti•u ...,.., (1.) to ~ tbe ci.Ufi• 
oul.ty betwatt. ta. prea•Qt n•U.aa ~t• M4 earlier aditiou • 
(2) to cletenai~~a 'Wt.tber tbe Ml\i.e...._..t ot cb.U.c.tna ia biper 
ol.'l prea.at "-1 tuta tbaa tl't.eir acbie....-t oa ...-l.ier eclitlou, 
(.3) to 0019an tbe ne11lta Ina tbe ....., ....a for t.U. atudr 
vltll Mtioaal. DOI'M,. aNi <•> to deteraille Wbetber obi:t..4fta ra..t 
bettttr toclay tha tbay clW tweat:y•fift J1Ult"& a&o• 
Tba at~Hcl reacli"' tuta \IMd ia thLa atud.y wn 
tbe 1929 a.s tba ltS,. eclitiou of tbe iSI!Cod P!!M&!II 6iiJHD· 
MIS IttJt aD4 ~ lt.U 4184 taa. 1tlt .U.tioaa ol tM Mllrtlll.llll ;.' 
MMW .f!IW.tu-at 1M*• 
Qlaldt"'dfsS!!I~Iir' !\ttiMl 
ISI!bd as.UU MWD!Mit Iul 
Tbe •aaa of tbe eaa-lr del tba nceat ..Sitiou of tbe 
Staatorcl lleadias Teat ..,. ... c~ by M.U of a t•teat. 
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Results of this comparison are aiven in Table 1. The score 
for the total reading mean of the earlier teat was two ra.ontb.a 
hi&her than the mean of the recent test. This difference is 
statistically inai&nificant. The mean score for the para-
&raph meaniDg aub•teat on the earlier edition was four montba 
hiaher than the recent edition which is not significantly 
different. Similarly for the vocabulary sub-teat, there is 
ao aipdficant difference, the •an of tbe earlier edition 
falliua one month below that of tbe recent edition. 
The coefficients of correlation found for the Stap&ord 
lt.eadips Teat! were m.o4erately high, ra.n.ging from • 74 for the 
total reading aD4 for the vocabulary teat, to • 78 for the par-
aaraph at.eal\in& teat. 
Although the aaana obtained in the earlier and. recent 
edition show a alight difference accordin& to this atud.y, the 
difference ia not significant. Thia would indicate that the 
Steford B.eafina Teat of today ia no more difficult than the 
Stanford Ref4tna Teat of twenty-five years aao. 
Metropolitan Reading A&bieve!!nS Teat 
Results of tbe comparison of the means of the earlier 
aDd recent editions of the Metropolitan ieadiD& Teat are also 
aiven in Table 1. Tbe mean of the total readiD& for the ear• 
lier edition waa one year, two aontba below the recent edition, 
a difference which is insignificant at the .05 level of con-
fidence. For the paragraph meani~a~ sub-teat the mean of the 
· earlier e4ition ia one year below the mean of the recent ecti-
tion. Ho aipificant difference ia shown here or for the 
~f:: 
'-\'· '-
TAIL£ 1 
STATISTICAL U:SULTS OP COMlA.I.ISOIIS BY 'l'B£ n:AUOll 
ft.ODUCT MOMD't MBTBOD IETWDN IAI.LIBI. AliD 
U:CElft' &DITIOIG OF TESTS 
(11 • 216) 
. 
Teat r.clitioa M SD Slit r Diff S£o 
Staaford Earlier 8.3 5.1 .39 
Para.Me.al\. .78 .'+* 1.09 
Race at 7.9 1.5.0 1..02 
Metropolitaa Earlier 7.2 2.3 .16 
Para.Nt.an .71 •1.0 .94 
llaeeat 1.2 13.6 
·'" 
Stanfol"d Earlier 8.2 s.a .39 
Vocabulary .7&a. -.1 .19 
llece.at 8.3 11..7 .au 
Metropo1itaa Earlier 7.3 3.3 .22 
Vocabulary .55 •1.0 1.23 
lteceat 1.3 17.7 1..21 
Stanford Earlier 8.3 5.8 .39 
Total .74 .2* .95 
ae.ceat 8.1. 1.2.8 • 17 
Metropolitan Earlier 7.2 2.3 .16 
Total .73 -1.2 .94 
Recent .... 13.6 • 93 
* l'avora Earlier Teate 
t cou • 
... .. ~ ·• 
rat1.0 .wtve1 
.53 lui& • 
1.23 lui& • 
.17 lui& • 
.91 Inaig • 
.31 lui& • 
1.47 lui& • 
' ' 
vocabulary sub-test where the mean for the earlier test is 
also one year below recent teat. 
There is a somewhat wider range in coefficients of 
correlation for the Metropolitan Readin& Teats than were cal-
culated for the Stanford Testp. The "r" for the total Metro• 
politan is .73, for the paragraph weanin& it is .78 while the 
"r" for the vocabulary dropped to .55. 
Considering the mean scores on the Metropolitan tests, 
it would seem that, according to this study, the tests of 
today are somewhat easier since there was a difference of one 
year for each of the sub-tests and one year, two montha for 
the total Hetropolitag testa. However, this was not enough 
to be statistically significant. 
Comparisons Between Tests 
A summary of the range of scores on the various teGts 
ia given in Table 2 as well aa are the. mean and standard de-
viation for each. The table shows that the &rade equivalent 
scores gained by tha sixth grade pupils of this study spread 
over considerably wider range on the recent test than did the 
scores on the tests of twenty•five years ago, atw the SD was 
much greater. This might indicate that teat construction and 
revision of norms through restandardization show improvement 
over their earlier editions. It might also be indicative 'of 
greater attention to individual differences in schools of today 
so that pupils are challenged to reach out to their maximum 
potential. In comparing the sub-tests of the early and late 
CR.OW OIWlACTElU.STlCS IASID OR TEST JlESULTS 
OBTAIRD BY TU USE OP ST.di')AlU)IZID 
UADIJG ACBIBVIMDT TESTS 
<• • 216) 
Teat Skilla Teate4 Baa• Mean 
Para. Meaaina 4.6 - 10.0 8.3 
Stanford Vocabulary 4.6 - 10.0 8.2 
1929 
Total 4.6 ... 10.0 8.3 
Para. Meanina 4.8 - 9.0 7.2 
Metropolitan Vocabulary 4.5 
- 8.5 7.3 
1932 
Total 4.7 
- 8.6 7.2 
Para. Ma&llirc 3.1 - 10.9 7.9 
Stanford Voeabtalary 4.0 - 11.8 8.3 
1954 
Total 3.7 - 11.2 8.1 
Para. MeaDiD& 3.5 ... 10.0 8.2 
Metropolitan 
1959 
Vocabul.~ 3.3 - 10.0 8.3 
Total 3.9 - 10.0 8.4 
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S.D. 
5.78 
5.78 
5.78 
2.33 
3.26 
2.34 
14.97 
11.70 
12.79 
13.56 
17.69 
13.57 
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S~aJ!Igrd testa it ia •11 to note that, in the 1929 edition, 
paragr~ph raeanina is one month higher than the vocabulary, 
while in the 1954 edition, vocabulary ia four months higher 
than paragraph meani.ng. The Metropolitan sub-tests show 
fewer differences: tb.e vocabulary raean score recorded just 
one month higher than the paragraph meaning on both the 1932 
edition and on tP. 1959 edition. The experimenter suggests 
that results would be quite different if it were not for the 
low ceiling on two complete testa; namely the 1929 Stanford, 
and. the 1959 Metropolitap. This is another variable which 
makes comparison difficult. 
Tbe writer believes that this factor contributes to 
what a number of expert• in the field of testing clat.. In 
an excerp.t from a letter fros the Division of Teat Research 
and Service it ia stated: 
Comparisons of current achievement with achievement let 
us say 25 or 30 years ago are not easy. Differences in 
quality of pupil population (especially in the upper 
elementary grades), differences in normative groupe for 
various testa are only a few of the d.ifficultiea that 
confront one if attempting research on this ••then and 
now" question. 
Table 3 sbows tbe performance of thaae sixth grade 
pupils on the four tests with reference to readin& arad.e 
placement. The. national norm in teru of &rade placement at 
tbe time of teat inc for this study was 6. 6, since the testing 
took place in the sixth month of the school year. This norm 
loiviaion of Teat Research an4 Service, World Book 
' Company, Selected Excerpts fraa Teat Service Letters, In 
Response to Inquiries Concernina Relative School Achievement 
Now and Previously, No. 306 (New York: Yonkera-on-Hudaon, 1958) 
llo. 3 Yra. 
Teat or 110re 
.-... Gr. 
.flaoe. 
Staa. 
1929 25.00J, 
st ... 
1"" 23.1SA 
Jfet. 
1932 
lle.t. 
1959 41.2K 
.1.: '(:~.<~:~ 
TAJILE 3 
ST.A!'US 0'1 l'UP1LS' BJW)l. AOBU'VBNUT WlTB. ltBFD.BEB 
TO '.l'BD. sum GB.AH IUW)lJlU I'I.A.CBMDD' AS 
MEASlJRED BY TEST SC<IlBS 
<• • 216) 
... 2-2.9 ... 1-1.9 
... ·' .... 1•1.9 ... 2-2.9 Yra. Yra. below to Yra. Yra. 
:a.I'Mwe Gr • ..... Gr. • 9 aboye below Gr • below Gr • 
-Pl.aca. , !'lace. Gr. Place. Plaae • Plaee. 
.. 
16.20'1 25.46!. 31.02S 1.151. .46ft 
20.83,. 20.37!. 26.85!. 6.481 2.31!. 
·'"-
~ 42.13Yt 51.85!. S.09J. 
12.507. 13.-31 21.76!t 8.33!. 2.7dt 
-
llo. 3 Yra • 
or •re 
belolf Gr. 
Place. 
"' N 
. ;:t'··>',' 
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falls ill the center of the fourth &roup in Table 3. This 
fourth aroup is the average &roup waich incluciea scores 
raD&iD& from ou year below to 011& year above the aora. 
In the eonatruction of a ataDdardizec.l teat it ia im-
portant tbat the teat will illclude a raage of d.iffieul ty wid& 
eD.Oqh ''ao that the poorest reacler in the lowest &racle for 
which tha teat ia inteJMlecl can aet ao•thiq right, aD4 so 
that the 'but reader in the hi&Mst grade for which the teat 
is intead.ecl canuot &et a perfect score.. n2 
The teats for this study were &iven in the aiddle of 
the sixth arade which ia ae.ar the upper part of tb.e &racle 
ranae for which the testa were intended.. Table 3 ab.owa a 
cluateriac of scores towar<l the 'Upper liad.ta of the distribu· 
tion preventi.Dg a noxwal distribution. This ia probably an 
iD4ication that tha teats were too easy for teatina sixth 
arad.e. pupila at this tiM of the year. 
In the earlier Matropolitf! edition teat scores fall 
within a quite urrow ranae. It appears that the UOl"IIS were 
eatabliabad with little discrimination at tbe upper and lower 
lildta of the s;ra4ea within thia te.atiq rarage. It aai&ht be 
a aood teat for meaauriiJ& work 4o-. by fifth arade pupila 
wkoae scores would. be quite ave race, 'but a poor inatnaent in 
d.etel'llinina the lialita reached by :fourth aracte. or sixth &rade 
pupils whose scores would be. expected. to exteDCl farther to• 
ward the extreme eada. 
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B.ea4iaa Aoldev..at Teatat 
Stallforcl 1929 
St~orcl 1954 __ _ 
mtropoi.itan 1932 .......... . 
Metropolitan 1959 _ ••• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• . 
• 
Fia. 1.--c.pariaou of earlier aa4 nce.at teat acona 
by percentace of two b.\mdre4 aizteea pupila vb.o obtained read• 
i~ arade acona batween 3.1 a:ad. u.s aa 4etel"'li..'De4 tl)' ataadard-
ized teat acorea. 
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A graphic comparison of the aame scores of the four 
te.ata is shown in Pipre. 1. In the diatribution of scorea 
the ae.an anc:l standard. deviation from the mean were not con• 
ai4ered; however, a bell•abape4 curve can be noted to some 
extent. 
Scores on tbe 1929 Sta!!ft£4 and tbe 1954 Stl9lprd 
teat present similar pictures. Tbe. ra:aae of acorea for the 
two testa ia the same. In conformity to the nomal curve, 
caaea should become leas at tbe outer lilllita, but scores tend 
to inore.aa• aomewb.at at the upper liadta for both the early 
aD4 recent teats. 
The 1959 Metro99littB teat reaeablu the Styfo£4 testa 
except that the number of acores in the upper lilllita exceecla 
that in any otber group. Score.a on the 1932 Metropolitan teat 
more closely approxiaatea the noraaal curve than do those of 
the other three teats, expect that the narrow r&Dge of acorea 
does not allow for the tapering•off at the lower and upper 
ext relies of the curve. 
It may be noted that e.aoh teat ia necatively akewed, 
thus showing a non-taorsaal distribution of aoorea. Thia fiDd· 
ing indicate a that ' for thia sroup t the teat a were too e.aay. 
Referring to Table 4, a lib picture is obaened in 
terma of mean srade•placeaent, or 6.6 as the national nora. 
The Sta.Bfod total mean for the earlier edition waa 8. 3 or one 
year, seven m.ontha above the national nora while the receat 
, Stanford with a mean of 8.1 showed tb.ia group to be. one year, 
?":;.:'•• 
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TAILI It 
DIP.nB.BJilBS BENDif MIWIIS O'P !U YAIUOUS 
TISTS AID Till MTIOIW. IIODl (11 • 216) 
Teat 
..... 
•ar.Maa. Yoe. Total 
Sta. 1929 8.3 8.2 1.3 
Sta. 1954 7.9 8.3 1.1 
Met. 1932 7.2 7.3 7.2 
Jle.t. 1959 8.2 1.3 8.4 
•t'l 
llo:na 
'·' 
'·' 
'·' 
6.6 
Analyaia of 4ata ollltaiaecl for tbe pnnnt at114y 
allow tlaat there ia 'M atatiatieal.ly aipifioa.D.t d.iffa~aoe 
Mtwe.ea tlte •au of tl'te aarl:r «Dd. ·noeat ••. t.:J.tiou of tbe. 
IS&tlll Mt4&M AflWa!MMt tyta or 'between t!loae of tM 
*troalitp MIY••Pf!t !JMW Tyte. 1'M ooeftietaata of 
oornlatioa ktweea tuta wn ill lei\Ual .... rately 1\ip. 
Soozu oa tba earlier lftaptl61;g l:tMIM TyJ isadioate tkat 
tl'tia teat Jd.P.t baft Mea aoMVbat Mft diffical.t ia ......-. 
iaoa with tlla other tllfte tuta. 
!'be raaa• of ........ •• tM. .....at teata ta ..W.r tllaa 
oa tile earlial" teata, i.al:loatiq lap.......at of teat coutnae• 
tioa. 
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1'be an-. of Oeclar B.apida a1U.l.4na wbo wre teatacl 
acon4 aliaktly J:d.per oa tbe reoeat teata tlwl on u.rliar 
teata, aD4 •11 a'boft tba aatioaal DOI'M Oil both eclitiou of 
tba SS&Id a1lll *SDI!Js&tp. J!MU.• lid• • 
~<- -
',~;:_- ' 
SUMMARY AND OO!In.US IONS 
Tbe primary purpose of thia atudy ia to JUke a coa-
pariaon between the perfomance on the earliest available 
e.clition and. the lllOat recent edition of two standardised read• 
iq teata. Specific objectives of thia research are: 
1. to determine wbetber present readin& teats are more 
difficult than early editiona. 
2. to compare the achiev-nt on present day teats with 
that on early editions. 
S. to find out how thia experimental group of children 
compare with national aorma of earlier and recent teats. 
4. to determine whe.ther children are better in readiq 
today than were children of a quarter of a century aao. 
Tbe population for this atucly was 234 aixtb. grade 
children of four parochial schools in Cedar llapida , Iowa. 
Testa used were: (1) II• St1Bf2r4 !flfi!l Teet - 1929, (2) 
St&Dforf Achievatent Teat, Jntemed.iatt lleadinl Teat: Poi'IB LM• 
1954, (3) Metropolitg Achie.veJlt Tsate, &nte!J!!!Iiatt l!fd:lu 
It•t= Fora A - 1932, atKt. (4) Mttron:J.itaa Ashievwnt Tsete, 
lnte!'!!!diatt !H4&!1 Tett: Fora CM - 1959. 
To compare the d.ata, arad.e equivalent scores were used. 
and the coefficient of correlation waa determined for compari-
aou between the early and recent scores of each aub-teat 
58 
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accord.i~ag to tba Pearaon Prociuot•Moaent aethocl. Meana for the 
parqraph ae.ardt11 aub-teat, vocabullll"Y aub-teat , anc1 for the 
total of the Stgforcl aDd. !fttrgoll;tq teats were foUlld. In 
order to deterraine the aipificance of diffe.retace between the 
means of the early and the recent teats the writer uaed the 
t-teat. 
lJ.D4iw 
The correlation coe.ffici&nta between the early and 
recent acorea of the varioua coaponenta of the Sta!\(ord leaf• 
iy Teets and Metro19litan R.ai4.&PI Itata were moderately hip, 
as are shown in Table 1. The ••r" for paracraph llleania& on 
both the Stanfom and the Metrgpo};it& testa waa .78, for the 
Stanford. vocabulary the "r" was • 74 and for the Matroglite 
vocabulary it dropped to a low of .55. For the total S~apfoE4 
the "r" vas • 7,. an4 for the. ~t£opolitap. total the "r" vas • 73. ,_,_ 
Meana were lowest for ta. testa of the 1932 Metruol:i$11\ 
with a total aaan of 7.2 while the total mean for the early 
St!B#orcl vas 8.3. Later teat meana were coaaparable to that 
of tba early Stanford., with 8.1 aa the aan for tlla 1954 Stg-
fo£!! and. 8.4 the mean on the 1959 M!t£9Relite. It ia also 
noted that the range of the teat acorea had. a areater spread 
on the recent testa than on either of the earlier testa. Tb.e 
ceilinc on the earlier editiona of the §tanford and tbe HStro-
eoA!~tD waa reached in each sub-teat. 
In the distribution of scores in Table 3 JI&Ore conaia-
te.ncy ia ahown for the Stptonl teats than for the two !f!SER• 
po).itM teats. 
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The 1932 !f!troeolitg teat yielda the moat complete 
normal curve as indicated. graphically in Figure l. CUrves 
for each teat are negatively skewed. 
Maaa a corea ranae from • 6 to l. 8 years hia;her than 
the national norm as shown in Table 4. 
29BC1usiop~ 114 l!plicttiopl 
The findin&s of this stud.y lead to the followiDI con-
cluaiona and implicationa: 
1. The StWord !fad!y hiS of today is no aore difficult 
than the earlier edition. 
2. The lower acorea obtaillad on tbe earlier Metropolitan 
!tacliM Tta;!t iD4icate. that this teat for this aroup waa more. 
difficult than the .-e.cent e.clition, although the t•teat dicl not 
abow a statistical difference. 
3. The sreater r&Q&e of acorea and laraer standard. devi-
ation of the present clay teata ahow an ilaprove~~ent in teat con-
struction over the earlier editions. 
4. The low ceili'DI on the early edition of the §tefod 
kEiPI Ttat and on the recent ectition of the !!etropg~j.tan 
!ft4i91 Iut hinder a ooapletely reliable coapariaon. 
5. Scorea show that this sroup of children acorecl well 
above the natio'D&l ura on each of the teats. 
6. Considering the chah&ing goala and objectives, curric-
ula and grade-placement, promotions and drop-outs, aDd also 
chan&•• in •thod.a of teatiq, it appears that children are 
read.ina u well as or better than tbay did twenty•five years 
ago. 
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This laat col\Cluaion tbe writer 4r..,s frora expe.riaau• 
tal teatiq in the liaited. groupa f.o cbildre.a uae.d. in thia 
study an4, lllOre. especially, f.roa the kllowleclie laiM4 tuoup 
research into the writinsa of tb.oae aore. experitmced with 
problema in readiDS• 
There are ao few studies that ha've been raa4e coapariraa 
the. achievement of. children tw.aty•five years qo with the 
achieveaent of children today becauae of the lack of available 
recorcla of teats taken tban. Research auat be continuecl in 
the next be.st way, and. it is for this reason the present stucly 
was undertaken. The reaul ts that are pro4ucacl by COIRpariaa 
perforaance on testa which were usecl aa Maaure~~ents for 
achievement thel\ with perforaance on tuta which are used. aa 
ae.aaurements for achiev .. nt aow abould be some contributiou 
to present informatioll on this particular phaae in the field 
of readiq. 
biUt!z,tl!l hE brt)'sr St;yjx 
Sua;estiona for f\artbar research which ldiht prove 
valuable are: 
1. A aiadlar atucly, uaiq the s- testa on a lower sra4e 
level to allow for a better ceiling for tbe .... purpoeee out-
liaecl in this study. 
2. Analyaia of itaa difficulty of tbe two e4itiou of 
teats to 4\letermiu. the differentiation power of elld iteu. 
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APPENDIX I 
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hpi1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
l2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
~ 
41 
I.ISULTS OBTAJ.JIID OB TU STAIIFOR.D 
UA.DlRl .t\CBUVBHU't TUTS 
1929 ... 1954 
ffit· 1!114 192J0"tt54 192t0 tat954 
10.0 10.1 10.0 11.8 10.0 10.0 
9.8 9.2 9.5 10.2 9.7 9.7 
7.8 6.0 7.6 7.1 7.8 
'·' 10.0 
'·' 
9.0 .8.6 10.0 9.3 
'·' 
a.a 8.1 
'·' 
8.5 8.7 
10.0 10.5 10.0 11.8 10.0 11.2 
6.4 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.6 6.7 
8.7 8.8 
'·' 
10.9 9.3 9.9 
10.0 10.1 9.5 8.9 9.8 9.5 
6.1 7.9 7.9 6.7 7.0 7.3 
6.3 
"·' 
7.9 7.6 7.1 6.1 
9.7 8.5 1.7. 9.5 9.2 9.0 
10.0 9.9 8.9' 1.1 9.7 9.0 
9.0 9.2 6.7· 10.2 7.8 9.7 
10.0 
'·' 
10.0·' 10.2 10.0 9.9 
9.8 8.8 9.2 10.2 9.5 9.5 
6.3 6.6 7.4 7.4 6.8 7.0 
10.0 9.6 10.0 11.8 10.0 10.7 
7.6 7.5 9.0 9.5 8.4 8.5 
5.9 8.2 7.4 8.3 6.6 8.3 
8.7 8.8 9.0 7.8 8.9 8.3 
9.5 7.2 8.7 8.6 9.2 7.9 
7.1 ••• 8.9 a.s 7.9 8.6 7.1 a.a 8.1 7.3 7.0 8.1 
9.3 8.5 9.2 9.5 9.3 9.0 
9.5 8.2 9.7 9.5 9.7 -3.9 
7.5 ••• 7.2 8.1 7.1t 3.5 8.9 9.6 7.9 .. , 8.4 9.3 
5.7 4.5 5.& 5.4 5.a s.o 
10.0 a.s 9.3 11.8 9.7 10.2 
6.1 3.4 5.4 4.0 5.7 3.7 
6.8 1.2 7.9 S.6 7.4 7.9 
1.4 9.6 9.2 8.9 8.9 9.3 
10.0 10.9 10.0 10.2 10.0 10.6 
9.0 8.5 9.2 10.3 9.1 9.7 
8.9 7.2 9.2 7.4 9.0 7.3 
7.5 8.5 9.0 1.9 8.2 1.7 
5.7 5 .. 8 9.0 7.8 7.2 6.8 
9.5 10 • .S ~.3 (\ 5 "' .. 9.5 l:l.O 
10.0 9.9 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.4 
10.0 10.1 10.0 11.8 10.0 11.0 
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c, 
-
'"' 
'$'· 
. :.,-<; 
·~--~"· 
71 ' ~ 
t 
'+2 8.9 7.7 9.5 8.3 9.2 8.0 ~''" ~~ ' 
43 10.0 8.8 9.8 9.5 10.0 9.2 f-
44 7.1 7.0 8.1 8.3 7.6 7.7 ~-·-
• 
-45 7.5 7.9 7.1 7.8 7.4 7.9 ;,_~ 
-46 8.2 9.2 8.9 10.2 8.5 9.7 
47 10.0 9.2 9.0 1.9 9.7 9.1 
48 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.2 10.0 10.1 
-49 8.4 5.6 7.8 8.1 8.1 6.9 
50 10.0 10.1 10.0 10.2 10.0 10.2 
51 8.1 8.8 10.0 8.3 9.2 8.6 
52 7.2 7.9 9.5 7.8 8.4 7.9 
53 7.6 6.7 7.8 8.6 7.8 7.7 
54 5.7 5.-4 6.1 7.1 5.9 6.3 
5! 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.9 
56 7.2 10.1 7.6 8.9 7.5 9.5 
57 6.1 7.7 6.1 7.8 6.1it 7.8 
58 6.2 6.5 7.1 6.4 6.7 6.5 
59 9.8 9.6 10.0 8.9 10.0 9.3 
60 7.6 7.7 7.8 1.1 7.8 7.9 
61 10.0 9.2 7.9 10.9 9.3 10.1 
62 8.2 8.5 7.2 7.6 7.8 8.1 
63 8.2 5.6 6.Jt. 5.5 7.4 5.6 
64 8.7 8.5 7.8 8.9 1.2 8.7 
65 10.0 9.2 10.0 10.2 10.0 9.7 
66 7.0 6.6 6.4 
'·' 
6.7 6.8 
67 7.5 6.7 7.8 7.4 7.6 7.1 
68 7.2 7.2 7.4 6.9 7.4 7.1 
69 9.3 6.2 9.0 8.9 9.2 7.6 
70 5.8 5.1 6.7 6.3 6.2 5.7 
71 5.8 4.7 6.2 s.o 6.0 4.9 
72 8.1 7.5 7.8 5.1 7.9 7.3 
73 9.5 5.2 7.8 7.4 8.7 6.3 
74 8.7 9.2 8.4 8.1 8.5 8.7 
75 6.8 7.5 6.1 6.3 6.4 6.9 
76 
'·' 
5.8 4.8 5.0 5.3 5.4 
77 8.9 8.8 8.1 8.9 8.5 8.9 
78 10.0 9.2 9.3 10.2 10.0 9.7 
79 8.2 8.2 8.4 9.5 1.4 8.9 
80 6.4 8.2 7.4 6.3 7.0 7.3 
81 10.0 9.6 10.0 10.2 10.0 9.9 '·?<:,~ . 
82 8.7 8.8 8.4 8.3 8.5 1.6 
83 7.5 7.5 7.4 6.9 7.5 7.2 
" 
5.9 5.6 5.6 6.4 5.7 6.0 
85 8.9 8.8 9.6 6.5 9.2 7.7 
86 8.1 6.7 7.8 8.1 7.9 7.'+ 
87 10.0 9.6 10.0 9.5 10.0 9.6 
88 7.0 6.1 7.2 8.6 7.1 7.4 
89 7.8 7.7 1.1 1.'+ 
'·' 
7.6 
90 7.6 7.9 6.6 7.6 7.1 7.1 
91 6.1 5.1 6.6 6.0 6.3 5.6 
92 5.1 6.2 6.7 6.3 5.a 6.3 
93 10.0 10.5 10.0 10.2 10.0 10.4 
--?..l: 
:-'~-t: 
--·-
:_ ~ 
:y-
~~ 
~?:- . . 
t-. 
' :; 
~q- ··:. 
i(~ ..:; 
72 ~-~-- " 
'·~'o 
~-? ... 
6.2 94 6.8 7.8 6.7 7.4 6.5 ;;_. 
95 7.5 7.2 8.5 7.4 7.9 7.3 f"'·. •.·. 
96 8.1+ 7.7 7.6 8.6 8.1 8.2 ~~- ' i;~ 
97 9.5 9.9 7.0 8.1 8.2 9.0 ~~-
98 9.3 8.8 9.5 7.8 9.5 8.3 i_;,:c . ' 
99 9.3 9.6 9.2 7.4 9.3 a.5 
100 5.a 4.0 6.3 6.0 6.1 s.o 
101 8.2 7.9 7.8 8.1 8.1 8.0 
102 4.7 4.4 5.8 4.4 5.3 4.4 ' 
103 10.0 9.6 9.5 8.6 9.8 9.1 ~> . .,;:?.' "-.-
104 7.8 8.8 8.1 7.6 7.9 1.2 .. ; -~, . 
105 7.2 6.5 1.5 7.4 7.6 7.0 .. 
106 8.2 9.2 7.6 7.3 7.9 8.3 
107 8.7 7.0 7.8 8.3 8.2 7.7 
108 5.7 7.7 5.7 7.1 5.7 7.4 
109 6.1 3.4 7.0 6.0 
'·' 
4.7 
110 9.8 9.9 9.7 8.9 9.8 9.4 .-.. 
111 4.6 4.4 4.6 4' • .5 4.6 9.4 
112 6.2 6.6 7.2 7.3 6.7 7.0 ~·~ 
113 6.7 6.7 7.0 6.4 6.8 6.6 
114 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.9 
115 8.9 7.7 7.4 7.8 8.1 7.8 
116 10.0 9.6 9.2 10.2 10.0 9.9 
117 9.8 ••• 9.5 8.3 9.7 8.6 118 7.2 7.0 7.8 6.1 7.5 6.6 
119 10.0 8.8 9.8 8.9 10.0 8.9 
120 8.9 7.7 9.8 7.8 8.3 7.8 
121 9.8 9.6 9.1 8.6 9.8 9.1 
122 10.0 9.6 10.0 8.9 10.0 9.3 
123 6.7 6.5 6.3 7.6 6.6 7.1 
124 8.2 6.5 8.4 8.3 8.4 7.4 
125 4.9 4.0 4.8 4.1 4.9 4.1 
126 8.4 7.2 7.4 7.1 7.9 7.2 
127 7.8 7.7 8.5 8.3 8.2 8.o 
128 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.4 
129 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.2 10.0 10.6 -~ 
130 10.0 8.5 9.2 8.6 9.7 8.6 
131 7.8 6.5 7.8 6.7 7.8 6.6 
132 10.0 9.6 10.0 10.9 10.0 10.3 
133 9.8 9.2 8.5 10.2 9.2 9.7 
134 9.3 6.6 1.7 7.1 9.0 6.9 
135 7.1 8.8 8.9 7.8 7.9 1.3 
136 7.1 8.& 8.7 11.8 7.9 10.3 
137 9.0 6.7 7.8 7.6 8.4 7.2 
138 10.0 9.2 10.0 10.2 10.0 9.7 
139 10.0 10.1 10.0 9.5 10.0 9.8 
140 6.8 7.2 7.8 8.3 7.4 7.8 
141 7.8 7.7 9.2 7.8 a.5 7.8 
142 6.7 5.,4 7.1+ 8.3 7.1 6.9 
143 J.O.O a.8 9.0 7.6 9.7 8.2 
I 144 6.8 7.0 7.6 7.3 7~2 7.2 
145 7.1 6.1 5.5 6.4 6.2 6.3 
73 
146 6.2 7.2 6.4 6.7 6.3 7.0 
1,.7 5.4 ... 3 6.3 5.5 5.a 4.9 
148 7.5 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.5 7.4 
1119 10.0 9.2 .... 9.5 9.5 9.4 
150 7.6 7.7 7.4 1.3 7.5 a.o 
151 10.0 ••• 8.7 11.8 9.5 10.3 152 5.7 5.4 5.9 6.1 5.8 5.8 ~' ;._;,.c 
153 10.0 10.9 10.0 8.9 10.0 9.9 
" 154 6.4 4.7 6.6 7.6 6.6 6.2 ,-
155 9.3 6.0 7.9 6.9 7.9 6.5 
156 7'.2 10.1 8.7 9.5 7.9 9.8 
157 9.8 9.6 9.0 8.9 9.5 9.3 
158 9.7 7.9 7.8 8.9 8.7 8.4 
159 10.0 9.9 10.0 8.9 10.0 9.4 
160 10.0 9.6 10.0 10.2 10.0 9.9 
161 10.0 9.6 1.4 9.5 9.2 9.6 
162 10.0 8.2 10.0 1.1 10.0 1.2 
163 10.0 10.1 8.4 1.6 9.8 9.4 
164 8.4 7.9 7.8 9.5 8.1 8.7 
165 9.8 9.6 8.4 10.9 9.2 10.3 
166 7.2 5.8 6.3 7.1 6.8 6.5 
167 10.0 10.5 9.8 9.5 10.0 10.0 
168 10.0 ••• 9.8 10.9 10.0 9.9 169 7.1 7.7 7.0 7.4 7.1 7.6 
170 1.9 a.a 7.9 8.3 8.4 8.6 
171 6.8 3.1 7.2 5.0 7.1 4.1 
172 
'·' 
7.7 7.0 7.4 7.0 7.6 
173 5.7 s.o 6.1 4.5 5.9 4.8 
174 1.4 8.5 7.6 7.6 8.1 8.1 
175 10.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 9.5 9.0 
176 7.2 5.4 7.2 6.3 7.2 5.3 
177 9.5 8.2 9.2 8~9 9.3 8.6 
178 8.7 9.9 9.3 10.2 9.0 10.1 
179 7.0 3.6 5.8 6.5 6.3 5.1 ;,~ 
180 7.2 5.4 7.2 s.c '7 .2 5.2 
181 8.9 10.9 8.9 8.6 8.9 9.8 
182 7.6 6.0 8.1 .. , 7.9 7.2 
183 6.8 6.0 1.5 6.9 7.6 6.5 
184 6.7 6.7 7.0 7.1 
'·' 
6.9 
185 10.0 10.5 9.8 10.2 10.0 10.4 
186 9.5 a.5 7.2 8.6 8.4 8.6 
187 8.2 7.9 8.1 8.3 8.2 8.1 
118 6.2 6.6 6.2 7.4 6.2 7.0 
189 5.7 4.4 5.4 6.1 5.6 5.3 
190 10.0 
'·' 
10.0 10.9 10.0 10.4 
191 10.0 10.1 9.2 9.5 10.0 9.8 
192 7.6 9.5 7.9 11.8 7.8 10.7 
193 9.7 9.6 8.5 8.9 9.2 9.3 
194 9.7 6.5 1.9 1.6 9.3 7.6 
195 6.4 6.7 5.5 5.1 5.9 5.9 
196 7.5 5.1 6.2 5.2 6.8 5.2 

Pupil Para. 1932 
l 8.4 
2 7.8 
3 6.7 
4 7.8 
5 8.1 
6 8.5 
7 6.5 
8 7.8 
9 9.0 
lC 6.7 
11 . 7.3 
12 7.4 
13 8.1 
14 7.5 
15 8.£t. 
16 7.7 
17 6.5 
1f 8.o 
19 7.3 
20 7.3 
21 8.4 
22 7.9 
23 7.5 
24 6.9 
25 7.3 
26 8.3 
27 7.7 
28 7.7 
29 4.8 
30 8.3 
31 4.9 
32 7.2 
33 8.4 
34 8.3 
35 7.1 
36 7.5 
37 8.4 
38 7.0 
39 8.0 
40 8.8 
RESULTS OBTAINED OB THE METROPOLITAN 
llEADIBG .ACHIEVIMElft' TESTS 
1932 aDd 1959 
Me.atl. Vocab. Total 
1959 1932 1959 1932 1959 
10.0 8.3 10.0 8.4 10.0 
10.0 7.8 10.0 7.8 10.0 
5.7 7.2 9.8 7.0 7.8 
10.0 7.9 10.0 7.9 10.0 
9.7 7.9 7.9 8.0 8.8 
10.0 8.3 10.0 8.4 10.0 
5.9 6.6 7.1 6.6 6.5 
10.0 7.3 8.3 7.6 10.0 
10.0 8.1 10.0 8.6 10.0 
9.7 7.0 7.1 7.9 8.4 
6.9 6.7 6.4 7.0 6.2 
8.7 8.3 10.0 7.9 10.0 
8.7 7.3 10.0 7.7 9.4 
7.3 6.0 8.7 6.8 8.0 
10.0 1.5 10.0 8.5 10.0 
10.0 7.6 10.0 7.7 10.0 
7.1 7.4 10.0 7.0 8.6 
10.0 8.3 10.0 8.2 10.0 
8.4 6.7 7.9 7.0 8.2 
6.6 6.5 7.4 6.9 7.0 
5.7 8.0 8.7 8.2 7.2 
10.0 7.2 8.7 7.6 9.4 
9.7 6.7 9.8 7.1 9.8 
10.0 7.4 10.0 7.2 10.0 
10.0 7.4 9.2 7.4 10.0 
10.0 8.1 9.8 8.2 10.0 
7.3 7.1 8.3 7.4 7.8 
9.7 7.4 9.2 7.6 9.5 
5.9 6.3 5.3 5.6 5.6 
10.0 8.1 10.0 8.2 10.0 
4.4 5.3 3.3 5.1 3.9 
8.7 7.2 8.7 7.2 1.7 
10.0 8.0 8.3 8.2 10.0 
10.0 8.3 10.0 8.3 10.0 
7.1 8.2 10.0 7.7 10.0 
7.1 8.5 10.0 8.0 10.0 
8.4 7.8 9.2 8.1 8.8 
7.3 7.2 8.7 7.1 8.0 
1.7 7.6 10.0 7.8 10.0 
10.0 8.2 10.0 8.5 10.0 
75 
76 
41 8.3 10.0 7.9 10.0 8.1 10.0 
42 7.3 9.2 7.9 10.0 7.6 10.0 
43 8.5 10.0 8.2 10.0 8.4 10.0 
44 6.8 5.7 6.9 8.7 6.9 7.2 
45 6.9 8.0 7.0 9.2 7.0 8.6 
46 7.4 8.7 7.8 10.0 7.6 10.0 
47 8.3 10.0 7.6 8.3 8.0 10.0 
48 8.1 10.0 8.1 10.0 8.1 10.0 
49 6.5 8.4 7.8 10.0 7.2 10.0 
50 7.8 10.0 7.8 10.0 7.8 10.0 
51 7.0 8.7 7.9 8.3 7.5 8.5 
52 7.1 0 ? ........ 7.2 7.9 7.5 8.6 
53 6.8 5.7 6.6 7.9 6.7 6.8 
54 5.6 4.4 6.2 6.6 5.9 5.5 
55 8.5 10.0 8.1 10.0 8.3 10.0 
56 6.3 7.3 6.9 7.9 6.6 7.6 
57 7.0 6.3 6.7 8.7 6.9 7.5 
58 6.3 6.3 6.4 5.8 6.4 6.1 
59 8.0 10.0 7.5 10.0 7.8 10.0 
60 7.9 9.2 6.8 6.9 7.4 8.1 
61 7.9 9.2 7.4 7.1 7.7 8.2 
62 7.8 8.4 7.3 8.7 7.6 8.6 
63 6.7 5.9 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.3 
64 6.8 6.1 7.0 9.2 6.9 7.7 
65 8.8 10.0 7.8 10.0 8.3 10.0 
o6 6.0 8.o 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.9 
61 7.1 8.o 7.2 7.9 7.2 8.0 
68 7.5 6.3 6.8 7.9 7.2 7.1 
69 7.4 8.7 7.9 10.0 7.7 10.0 
70 5.3 4.9 6.2 5.1 5.8 5.0 
71 5.1 3.5 6.3 5.a 5.7 4.7 
72 6.8 9.2 7.0 1.7 6.9 9.0 
73 7.2 4.4 6.8 6.2 7.0 5.3 
74 7.3 9.7 6.3 10.0 6.8 9.9 
75 5.8 6.1 6.6 6.2 6.2 6.2 
76 5.2 5.7 5.8 4.5 5.5 5.1 
77 7.8 10.0 7.9 8.3 7.9 9.2 
78 8.0 10.0 8.5 10.0 8.3 10.0 
79 7.8 10.0 8.2 10.0 s.o 10.0 
80 7.4 6.6 7.8 9.8 7.6 8.2 
81 8.0 10.0 7.9 10.0 8.0 lO.O 
82 7.5 9.7 7.6 8.7 7.6 9.2 
83 6.6 8.0 6.8 6.9 6.7 7.0 
84 5.8 4.5 6.1 s.s 6.0 s.o 
85 8.0 10.0 8.0 10.0 8.0 10.0 
86 7.1 6.3 6.8 8.3 7.0 7.3 
87 7.9 9.7 7.9 10.0 7.9 10.0 
88 7.4 10.0 7.4 9.2 7.4 9.6 
89 7.4 10.0 7.0 10.0 7.2 10.0 
90 7.1 8.4 6.8 6.2 7.0 7.3 
91 5.6 5.1 6.8 6.2 6.2 5.7 
92 5.4 6.6 6.3 5.8 5.9 6.2 
77 
93 8.1 10.0 8.5 10.0 8.3 10.0 
9~ 5.9 5.9 6.5 6.6 6.2 6.3 
95 6.3 5.7 7.1 7.9 6.7 6.8 -t;·, j_. 
96 6.9 9.7 7.2 8.7 7.1 9.2 ~-;: 
'" 97 7.1 9.2 7.2 7.1 7.2 8.2 --:· 
98 7.2 8.7 a.o 7.~ 7.6 8.1 ..,._. 
99 7.7 9.2 7.9 10.0 7.8 10.0 
100 5.3 ~.5 6.8 6.2 6.1 5.4 
101 6.1 9.7 7.4 7.1 6.8 8.4 
102 4.9 4.5 ~t.7 4.3 4.8 4.4 
103 7.9 8.7 7.6 10.0 7.8 10.0 ;I-_ 104 7.0 9.2 7.3 10.0 7.2 10.0 
105 5.9 6.3 7.4 1.3 6.7 7.3 ., ~-~ 
106 6.1 8.6 7.6 7.4 6.9 8.1 
107 6.5 10.0 6.5 7.9 6.5 10.0 
108 5.7 7.1 6.9 7.1 6.3 7.1 
109 5.1 3.8 ,_,. 6.2 5.8 s.o 
110 8.4 10.0 8.0 7.4 8.2 8.7 
111 4.8 4.5 4.5 3.6 4.7 4.1 
112 5.1 7.1 6.6 6.2 5.9 6.7 
113 5.3 7.3 6.8 5.5 6.1 6.4 
114 8.5 10.0 7.9 10.0 8.2 10.0 
115 7.4 7.3 6.5 8.3 7.0 7.8 
116 7.7 10.0 8.1 10.0 7.9 10.0 
117 7.4 8.4 7.8 9.8 7.6 9.1 
118 6.1 7.3 7.3 6.2 6.7 6.8 
119 8.4 10.0 7.9 9.2 8.2 10.0 
120 6.8 7.3 7.6 7.1 7.2 7.2 
121 7.3 9.7 7.5 10.0 7.4 9.9 
122 8.5 10.0 1.1 10.0 8.3 10.0 
123 6.4 6.1 5.3 5.5 5.9 s.a 
124 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.~ 7 .1+ 7.1+ 
125 8.8 5.3 5.6 3.3 5.2 4.3 
126 7.1 7.3 6.3 5.5 6.7 6.4 
127 6.9 7.3 7.2 10.0 7.1 10.0 
128 8.3 10.0 8.2 10.0 8.3 10.0 
129 8.7 10.0 8.2 7.4 8.5 10.0 
130 8.4 8.o 7.6 9.2 8.0 8.6 
131 5.9 7.1 7.2 8.3 6.6 7.7 
132 8.1 10.0 7.6 9.8 .7.9 10.0 ';...-
133 7.9 9.7 8.0 8.3 a.o 9.0 
134 6.7 8.0 6.5 5.8 6.6 6.9 
135 7.J. 10.0 7.4 6.2 7.3 10.0 
136 6.8 8.7 7.4 10.0 7.1 9.4 
137 7.3 8.7 6.9 9.2 7.1 9.0 
138 8.1 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.2 10.0 
139 8.4 10.0 8.0 10.0 8.2 10.0 
140 5.6 7.1 6.9 8.3 6.3 7.7 
141 5.5 10.0 7.5 9.2 6.5 9.6 :'"':,~·._ ·.· 
142 6.0 6.1 7.1 6.2 6.6 6.2 
I 143 7.5 1.7 7.3 10.0. 7.G. 9.1f 
11f4 5.7 6.3 6.8 7.9 6.3 7.1 
78 
145 s.s 4.4 6.3 5.5 5.9 5.0 
U~6 6.3 5.7 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.0 
147 5.4 4.9 5.4 4.9 ,s.4 4.9 
148 6.6 . 7.3 6.7 7.9 6.7 7.6 
149 7.0 10.0 7.6 8.3 7.3 10.0 
150 7.2 6.6 6.6 
'·' 
6.9 6.6 <. 
151 8.4 10.0 7.8 10.0 8.1 10.0 .·-.-
152 4.9 4.9 6.1 5.5 5.5 5.2 
153 8.3 10.0 8.2 10.0 8.3 10.0 :_· .:e· ~- ·.' 
154 5.6 7.1 6.6 6.9 6.1 7.0 ;,.'. ~:~. 
155 6.4 6.3 6.4 7.1 6.4 6.7 ;...; ·.· 
156 6.9 10.0 7.9 10.0 7.4 10.0 r~--"-·. 
157 7.3 10.0 7.6 10.0 7.5 10.0 G·: ~ 
158 7.8 6.6 7.1 9.8 7.5 10.0 ;;~ 
159 7.2 9.7 8.3 9.8 7.8 9.8 :;.o._-_·- -~¥7 ... 
160 8.3 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.3 10.0 /• 
161 8.4 10.0 7.8 8.7 8.1 10.0 
162 7.8 10.0 8.1 10.0 8.0 10.0 
163 8.3 10.0 1.3 9.8 8.3 10.0 
164 6.7 8.4 7.3 9.8 1.0 9.1 
165 7.7 10.0 8.5 10.0 8.1 10.0 i:~ --
lei£ 6.5 4.4 7.2 6.0 6.9 5.2 ,/( 
167 a.l 10.0 a.5 10.0 8.3 10.0 
168 8.0 10.0 7.9 10.0 a.o 10.0 
169 6.6 8.o 7.1 7.1 6.9 7.6 
170 6.6 8.4 7.4 10.0 7.0 10.0 
171 5.9 4.7 6.4 5.3 6.2 s.o 
172 7.1 a.o 6.2 6.2 6.7 7.1 
173 4.9 3.7 5.2 4.0 5.1 3.9 -
174 6.8 8.0 a.o 7.9 7.4 8.0 
175 8.3 10.0 7.9 10.0 8.1 10.0 
176 7.1 6.6 6.9 6.0 7.0 6.3 
177 8.1 1.7 7.5 9.8 7.8 9.3 
178 8.1 10.0 8.0 10.0 8.1 10.0 
179 7.2 4.9 6.3 5.8 6.8 5.4 
180 5.6 5.1 6.8 7.4 6.2 6.3 
181 8.1 10.0 7.6 10.0 7.9 10.0 
182 7.5 10.0 6.8 8.3 7.2 9.2 
183 6.4 6.1 6.9· 7.1 6.7 
'·' 
i'-
184 6.3 6.3 6.2 7.4 6.3 6.9 
185 8.5 10.0 8.2 10.0 8.4 10.0 
186 7.3 9.2 7.8 8.3 7.6 a.a 
187 7.2 8.7 6.9 1.3 7.1 1.5 
188 6.1 4.4 6.8 s.s 6.5 s.o 
189 4.8 4.7 5.7 5.3 5.3 s.o 
190 8.5 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.4 10.0 
191 8.7 10.0 8.4 10.0 8.6 10.0 .;~ 
192 7.7 10.0 8.0 10.0 7.9 10.0 
193 7.7 10.0 7.5 10.0 7.6 10.0 
194 6.8 8.4 8.2 8.3 7.5 8.4 
195 6.1 4.9 6.2 4.9 6.2 4.9 
196 6.3 5.9 5.9 5.5 6.1 5.7 ~:, " 
79 
197 8.5 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.4 10.0 
198 4.8 3.5 5.7 4.9 5.3 4.2 k-;..,. 
199 8.4 6.3 7.4 10.0 7.9 10.0 
200 s.o 10.0 8.2 10.0 8.1 10.0 
201 8.5 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.4 10.0 ( _. ·.· 
202 7.8 10.0 8.1 10.0 a.o 10.0 ~-e ,_·"'• 
203 7.9 9.7 7.6 10.0 7.8 10.0 
204 8.7 10.0 8.1 10.0 8.4 10.0 
205 8.1 10~0 8 .. 2 10.0 8.2 10.0 
206 6.7 6.1 6.9 6.2 6.8 6.2 
207 6.7 5.7 7.0 5.3 6.9 5.5 
208 7.2 6.6 6.9 7.1 7.1 6.9 
209 6.4 8.4 7.0 7.6 6:7 s.o 
210 7.5 8.4 7.2 7.1 7.4 7.8 
211 8.3 10.0 7.6 8.3 8.0 10.0 
.·. 
212 7.8 8.7 7.8 7.9 7.8 8.2 
"' 213 6.6 6.6 6.7 5.6 6.7 6.1 ~"'" 
214 7.9 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.1 10.0 
215 5.6 5.9 s.8 5.6 5.7 5.8 ",:z 
.· 
216 5.9 5.7 6.9 7.1 6.4 6.4 
APPENDLX II 
New Stanford Reading Test 
By TRUMAN L. KELLEY, GILES M. RucH, and LEWIS M. TERMAN 
TEST: FORM V 
FOR GRADES 2-9 
Name ............................................... Grade ........... Boy or girl .......... . 
Age ......... When is your next birthday? ..................... How old will you be then? ........ . 
Name of school .......................................... Date ............................ . 
I I 
Score Read. School' Score Read. School' Score Read. School' Age Grade Age Grade Age Grade 
- ----------------
120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 
116 18-2 96 15-0 9.0 76 12-0 6.2 
115 17-11 95 . 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74 11-10 6.0 
113 17-6 93 14-62 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 
110 17-0 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 69 11-5 5.6 
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4 
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 
105 16-3 85 13-1 7.4 65 11-1 5.2 
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11-0 5.1 
103 16-0 83 12-10 7.1 63 1D-11 5.0 
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 1Q-10 4.9 
101 15-9 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 lQ-9 4.8 
1 Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering. 
• Reading ages above this point are extrapolated values. 
Score Read. School' Score Read. School' Age Grade Age Grade 
----------1-
60 1Q-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4 
59 1D-7 4.6 39 9-2 3.4 
58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3 
57 1D-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3 
56 1D-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2 
55 1D-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2 
54 1D-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1 
53 1D-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1 
52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1 
51 10-{} 4.1 31 8-6 3.0 
50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0 
49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9 
48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9 
47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8 
46 9-8 3.9 26 8-1 2.8 
45 9-7 3.8 25 8-0 2.8 
44 9-6 3.7 24 7-11 2.7 
43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7 
42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6 
41 9-3 3.5 21 7-6 2.6 
20 7-5 2.6 
NoTE. Turn the book over to find Test 1, which begins on the last page. 
To THE ExAMINER. Do not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering. 
TEST ScoRE READ. Sffi~ AGE GRADE 
Parag. Mean. 
Word Mean. 
Total (Average) Read.1 
1 The Total Reading Score is the average of the scores on the two 
tests. 
Copyright 1929 by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., New York 
Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. Nsar:v-68 
l'JUNTED IN U.s.A. 
( I) 
~ This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of mlfJ pmt ~ it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyriJht law. 
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New Stan£. Read. V TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING 
DIRECTIONS: Write JUST ONE WORD on each 
dotted line. 
SAMPLE: 
Dick and Tom were playing ball in the 
field. Dick was throwing the ball and ............... . 
was trying to catch it. 
1 Ned was crying because his pony had died. 
Just then a fairy appeared and asked him why 
he was so sad. "Because," said Ned, "my dear 
1i t tle ......................... .is dead." 
2-3 Christmas brought toys for all. There was 
a ball for Mary and a cart for Paul. When the 
children found the presents, they were very 
happy. Paul played with his ........................... . 
and Mary with her.. .......................... all day. 
4-5 Helen and Kate pulled their sled through 
the deep snow to the top of the hill and soon 
were coasting swiftly down again. They did 
this over and over. The .......................... was so 
deep that they found it hard work to drag the 
--------------------------to the top. 
6-7 A gray pussy saw a lark out in the field and 
thought it would make a fine dinner. "Come 
here, pretty lark," said the ........................ , "and 
I will show you the bell that hangs on my 
neck." But the wise lark said he did not care 
to see the .......................... and flew a way quickly. 
8-9 A pretty squirrel once lived in a hollow tree 
near the window of a farmhouse. In the room 
where the window was, a little girl named 
Nellie lay sick. Every day the ......................... . 
came to the window and chattered as though 
to keep ......................... .from getting lonesome. 
10-11 A grizzly bear had a home in the high 
peaks of the mountains. Four flocks of bighorn 
sheep occupied the same area but there never 
was any trouble between the .......................... and 
the .......................... . 
12-13-14 Sarah practices on the piano every 
morning while Tom tries to play tennis alone. 
One day Tom asked Sarah to play with him 
and she said, "I can't, it would make me sick 
to pia y." "Pia ying .......................... won't hurt 
you," said .......................... ; "it's better for you 
than playing the .......................... so much." 
Go right on to the next column. 
[ 2 1 
15-16 An old fairy tale tells of a little girl who 
was cured of telling falsehoods. A wise fairy 
clasped a diamond necklace about the little 
girl's throat. Whenever she said anything that 
was not true, the diamonds turned to coal until 
the truth was told. . This so shamed the 
. ......................... that she finally learned to speak 
only the .......................... . 
17-18 Although Bert and John were brothers, 
they were not at all alike. John was big and 
strong and he had very few friends. On the 
other hand, .......................... was small and weak 
but he was .......................... by every one. 
19-20 The Eskimos sometimes live in homes 
made of blocks of ice. Since ice melts rapidly 
when exposed to a temperature above 32 de-
grees, it is necessary for the Eskimos to keep 
the temperature of the room below ..................... . 
degrees to keep the house from .......................... . 
21-22-23 All animals have some way of defend-
ing themselves from attack. The lion has sharp 
teeth, the rhinoceros has a hide so thick that 
scarcely anything can pierce it, while the deer 
can jump and run with great speed. If a singl~ 
animal had the lion's .......................... , the rhi-
noceros' thick. ............................. , and the deer's 
ability to .......................... , it would be hard to 
conquer. 
24-25-26 Dumped into Ernest's corner of the 
attic are a roller skate and a much-read story-
book. "Ernest likes me better than he likes 
you," said the skate. "\Vhy, you poor skate, 
how mistaken you are," said the book. At this 
moment they heard from outdoors, "Come on, 
Ernest, let's scoot." The word "scoot" set the 
book's leaves a-trembling and sent a thrill of 
joy through the iron heart of the skate. But 
just then it began to rain hard, "Fitter-patter, 
pitter-patter," on the attic roof. This sent a 
thrill to the heart of the .......................... , and a 
shudder to the heart of the .......................... . 
Soon Ernest came in and said, "Where is that 
old .......................... of mine?" 
27-28 Trout cannot live in water which is 
warmer than that of their cold native mountain 
streams, and they prefer flowing water to still 
water. In the government fish hatcheries the 
baby trout are kept in special tanks in which 
the water is kept.. .................... and ...................... . 
Turn the page and go right on. 
TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING-Continued New Stanf. Read. V 
29-30 Johnny was walking down the sidewalk 
in a very peculiar way. He was saying, "If I 
step on a crack, I will break my back; if I step 
in the middle, I will feel fit as a fiddle." His 
.......................... were not of the same length, 
because he was trying not to step on a 
31-32 Leonardo da Vinci, the artist who painted 
"The Last Supper," also made important dis-
coveries as a scientist. We do not often think 
of him as both ........................ and ........................ . 
33-34 In a certain village a ton of coal costs 
as much as a cord of wood, but it produces 
twice as much heat. Therefore the poor fami-
lies in this village should be advised to burn 
.......................... rather than .......................... . 
35-36 Steel is made from iron and is therefore 
a manufactured product. Similarly brass is 
commonly made from copper and zinc. This 
explains why we never hear of.. ....................... . 
and .......................... mines. 
37-38 The Iroquois and many other tribes of 
Indians were very fond of war. However, the 
Papago Indians of Arizona prefer peace and 
quiet. The tnen sit lazily in the shade of their 
huts while the women weave baskets. It is 
hard to imagine the .......................... Indians go-
ing to war or .......................... hard. 
39-40 Deciduous trees lose their leaves in win-
ter, while evergreens, as their name implies, 
do not. Therefore, in forests composed of 
.......................... trees the ground is less shaded 
in winter than is the case in forests whose 
trees are .......................... . 
41-42 There are many kinds or breeds of cattle, 
each one being of some special use to man. 
Jersey cows are not highly desirable for meat, 
but produce large quantities of rich milk. 
Hereford cattle have just the opposite charac-
teristics. Consequently, if one wanted to pro-
duce beef, he would choose the ......................... . 
rather than the .......................... breed. 
43-44 All things considered, water is the most 
important factor that determines success or 
failure in agriculture. Temperature is fre-
quently a limiting factor, buL ....................... .is 
much oftener than temperature the 
.......................... factor. 
Go right on to the next column. 
45-46 "Prince," said the Sultan, "your condition 
can never be sufficiently deplored; no one can 
be more sensibly affected by your misfortune 
than I am. Never did anything so extraordi-
nary befall any man! One thing only is want-
ing-revenge to which you are entitled; and 
I will omit nothing in my power to effect it." 
The .......................... expressed his gratitude and 
began to plan how he might secure the 
.......................... to which the Sultan thought he 
was entitled. 
47-48 Ora and Anna Blackmore are twins. 
They have a sister, Helen, and two friends, 
Clara and Bessie. Write the names of two 
Blackmore girls who are not of the same age. 
........................ and ........................ . 
49-50 When we hear of the Chinese wearing 
wooden shoes and eating with chopsticks, we 
think it very odd. A Chinaman would be just 
as surprised at our leather shoes and our table 
forks and spoons. The .......................... of any 
people appear.. ........................ to anyone not fa-
miliar with them. 
51-52 A few yards away large birds were greed-
ily feeding upon dead fish, regardless of our 
presence. They were buzzards, sea vengers of 
our southern seacoasts. In spite of their being 
ugly and unmannered, we owe them a kind of 
respect, for we have learned to know they are 
among the best friends of dwellers in the tropic 
.......................... , disposing as they do of decay-
ing .......................... which otherwise might be a 
menace to health. 
53-54 Many gardeners plant perennial flqwers 
in preference to annuals because the former 
will bloom for more than one season. Since 
nasturtium is an annual and hollyhock is a per-
ennial, we can expect the .......................... will 
live longer than the .......................... . 
55-56 If I were writing about the rich, I should 
be inclined to divide them, according to their 
attitude toward life, into workers and para-
sites. The motto of the worker is, "I owe the 
world a life," and the motto of the ..................... . 
. "Th 1· . " 1s, e ...................... owes me a tvmg. 
57-58 Man will risk as much for notoriety as 
for money. If this were not true, why would 
anyone risk his life by going over Niagara 
Falls in a barrel? Such a feat, even if success-
ful, may bring the "hero" no ........................ , but 
it is certain to bring him much ........................ . 
Go right on to the next page. 
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New Stan£. Read. V TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING-Concluded 
59-60-61 We have all seen iron subjected to hot 
fires and yet it did not burn. However, iron 
does "burn up" and this fact is demanding the 
attention of some of our greatest engineers. 
Iron combines very readily with oxygen to 
form iron oxide, known as rust. Oxidation is 
only a form of slow combustion. Consequently, 
if------------ _____________ _is not treated to ......................... . 
oxidation it will soon __________________________ _ 
62-63 A nation composed of good homes is a 
good nation. The best homes teach their chil-
dren high ideals and good habits which tend 
to prevent sickness, poverty, vice, or crime. A 
--------------------------has few problems which would 
not be half cured if alL ........................ were good 
ones. 
64-65 One of the fundamental aims of silent 
reading is that of training each child to attain 
his highest level of achievement in speed with-
out lowering his accuracy of comprehension. 
Neither-------------- .. -------------- nor ------- ____________________ ... 
should be developed at the expense of the 
other. 
6fHi7 A membrane which permits the passage 
of water through it but which does not permit 
substances dissolved in water to pass is called 
a semi-permeable membrane. One which al-
lows dissolved substances as well as ................... . 
to pass is a --------------------------------membrane. 
68-69 We like to subdue. Boys like to go 
stamping through the woods, breaking their 
way through to new paths. Before this modern 
age, war and hunting offered opportunities for 
the fighting spirit. The lives of most of us 
today are more___________________________ Modern condi-
tions make little demand on our.. ....................... . 
tendencies. 
70-71 To pant for recognition, to yearn to im-
press one's personality upon one's fellow-men, 
is the essence of ambition. The ambitious per-
son may think that he merely thirsts to "do 
something" or "be somebody," but really what 
he craves is to figure potently in the minds of 
others, to be greatly loved, admired, or feared. 
To reap even a great success which no one 
--------------------------does not satisfy the yearnings 
of the .......................... individual. 
Go right on to the next column. 
72-73 Among the most characteristic and amaz-
ing properties of bacteria is their ability for 
rapid multiplication. It has been estimated 
that the descendants of one bacterium under 
continued favorable conditions would in two days 
number 281,500,000,000 and in three days weigh 
about 7,000 tons. Fortunately, under ordinary 
condi tions __________________________________ does not proceed 
unchecked at such a.---------------------------------· 
74-75 "Naive" and "unsophisticated" are fre-
quently confused. The former suggests a type 
of behavior which is artless, spontaneous, and 
free from restraints of custom. The latter im-
plies fully as great lack of knowledge of social 
usage, and, in addition, conduct which is primi-
tive and perchance inelegant. Thus, the 
__________________________ youth was the first to enter the 
car, and his _________________________ .little sister warmly 
kissed him in the presence of the king. 
76-77 The production of bodily energy involves 
a chemical process. Animal energy is derived 
directly from food. All cell activity involves 
the expenditure of energy. Therefore all 
.......................... have to be .......................... . 
78 Fundamentally, education depends upon the 
capacity of a person to profit by past experi-
ences. Past situations modify present and fu-
ture adjustments. Education in its broadest 
sense means acquiring experiences that serve 
to .......................... existing inherited or acquired 
tendencies of behavior. 
79-80 Suppose that in a certain country the law 
provides that a will, to be a valid legal instru-
ment, must be signed by the testator (maker) 
in the joint presence of at least two witnesses 
who must themselves sign the document in 
attestation of the testator's signature. Mr. 
Brown having drawn up a will in the morn-
ing calls in Mr. Smith to witness his signature 
and in the afternoon calls in Mr. Jones. Since 
Mr. Jones was not present in the morning, Mr. 
Brown again signs the will and Mr. Jones then 
signs it. This will is .......................... because the 
two witnesses ________________________ witnessed the mak-
ing of Mr. Brown's signature. 
End of Test 1. Look over your work. 
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TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING New Stanf. Read. V 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word that 
makes the sentence true, as shown in the samples. 
SAMPLES: 
A rose is a 
box flower home month river 
A roof is found on a 
book person rock house word 
1 New York is the name of a 
city person ride nver school 
2 A shining thing is 
dull high bright warm wide 
3 Silk is for 
books dresses gardens horses letters 
4 Joyful means 
even great happy short slow 
5 Tears come usually when we 
drink eat talk walk cry 
6 A horn makes 
pictures plans suits music tears 
7 A limb is a part of a 
story table tree wall window 
8 To stitch is to 
reward sew starve suggest tempt 
9 The ocean is 
fire land paper water wood 
1o To lift means to 
raise begin drive laugh watch 
11 Cotton is used for baskets 
clothes dinners notes wheels 
12 An American is a 
ball house person place table 
13 A farmer works chiefly with 
fish coal plants rocks wood 
14 Beaches are found on a 
barn coast cloak horse roof 
15 A vessel is a 
boat bow cloth forest lady 
16 To pronounce is to 
sail show speak stand watch 
17 A couch is a kind of 
bed captain offer pick wall 
18 To be free is to have liberty 
luxury patience religion revenge 
Go right on to the next column. 
19 Frightful means discreet precise 
enthusiastic terrifying vigorous 
20 Clever means 
bright neat peculiar stern upright 
21 A snake is a foreigner 
gallery geography mold serpent 
22 To inquire is to 
appear rest ask sleep watch 
23 A remark is something that is 
destroyed slow held kept said 
24 To despise is to 
bind effect hate obey observe 
25 A parson is a 
minister pond porch prison robin 
26 A monstrous thing is 
enormous modest musical useful torn 
27 An argument is a discussion 
gully gymnasium penance perJury 
28 Injury means 
charm experience haste harm limit 
29 A misunderst::inding is a kind of diadem 
disagreement disk magnet monastery 
30 To scare is to 
sympathize tackle taunt terrify loan 
31 A worshiper is 
fearful gracious 
domestic 
religious steady 
32 To sneer is to 
scoff scorch scratch scream 
33 To be brave is to be 
courageous frightful 
34 Contentment means 
provision rainbow 
humble 
honorable 
notion 
satisfaction 
35 Unarmed means advantageous 
scrub 
ignoble 
trifle 
beggarly defenseless verbal wasteful 
36 A purchaser is a 
flatterer buyer flirt hearer voter 
37 A sawmill produces 
candy brides dew wire lumber 
38 Commerce means 
speed station trade uncle weather 
39 To grant means to 
get give see step wish 
Go right on to the next page. 
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New Stan£. Read. V TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING-Continued 
40 Violence usually causes benefit 
happiness harm knowledge respect 
41 A literary person is a champion 
driver robber founder writer 
42 A cave is a 
ballad dresser frontier 
43 An occupation is a kind of 
bath luxury activity 
44 Thou means her him 
45 To reveal is to 
abuse disclose mess 
grotto 
relative 
me they 
motor 
plea 
vein 
you 
seek 
46 Solemnity means 
magic neutrality 
legibility 
seriousness untidiness 
47 A ballot is used in 
freezing grinding 
48 Ambition means 
frivolity loitering 
49 To heed is to 
draining 
voting 
aspiration 
remorse 
wrapping 
slothful 
escape fancy hurry notice prove 
so Lifeless means inanimate 
indefinite infamous undecided untidy 
51 Dignified means lonely 
monstrous prominent spiritual stately 
52 An opponent is an 
owl antagonist officer outlaw inlet 
53 Tumultuous is boisterous 
hapless jocund lowly massy 
54 Constancy means 
morsel rainfall 
ss Eternally means 
grudge 
steadfastness 
always completely 
already 
entirely 
56 Liberality means 
robbery reproof 
57 A legacy is an 
promotion 
scandal 
inheritance inscription ox 
sa A frenzy is a county 
growth majority robber 
59 To forbear means to 
warfare 
squarely 
generosity 
ankle elf 
rage 
abstain • knead ladle loan mimic 
Go right on to the next column. 
60 To be prompt is to be 
frightful hospitable 
61 Capacity refers to 
formal 
punctual purified 
authority bloom climate habit volume 
62 Shameful means dispassionate 
immaterial naive scandalous tractable 
63 Romantic means perverse 
sentimental shabby shameless spry 
exceptional 64 Meager means 
scant suspicious trivial vertical 
65 Indefinite means 
indebted lawless 
congenial 
workmanship 
66 To be elaborate is to be 
complicated headstrong 
artless 
plain 
67 Ceaseless means boisterous 
diminished discontented ended 
vague 
ignored 
incessant 
68 Unscrupulous means dishonest 
vagrant voluntary willful zigzag 
69 To sever is to 
cut hurt jump tie twist 
70 To quail is to 
attack cower expand hunt retreat 
71 Submissiveness means daring 
meekness cute heaviness wise 
72 Doleful means 
molten nameless oriental vague rueful 
73 An associate is an adversary 
antagonist emigrant enstgn ally 
74 Covetous means 
bountiful gaudy 
avaricious 
gray-headed harassed 
75 A reprobate is one who is very 
cowa~dly wealthy wicked 
ugly 
youthful 
76 To impair is to 
brand commend damage mingle scrape 
77 Sluggish means 
inert loquacious 
78 An insurrection is a 
rebellion publication 
79 Quiescent means 
cadaverous 
spectral vertiginous 
fugitive 
punishment hermit 
inactive 
angry perfect quick troublesome 
so Audacious means absurd 
adverse casual daring . hapless 
End of Test 2. Look over your work. 
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Stanford Intermediate Reading: LM 
TEST 1 Paragraph Meaning 
DIRECTIONS: Read each paragraph below. Decide which of the numbered words at the 
right is best for each blank, and then mark the answer space that is numbered the 
same as the word you have chosen. Study the sample below, and answer the other 
questions in the same way. 
SAMPLE: I am shorter than my sister and taller than my brother. 
This morning we stood beside one another. I looked down 
at my 51 and 52 at my sister. 
1-2 It was a lovely sunny morning. Bob and Betty were 
happy as they piled baskets of good things to eat into the car. 
1 were gomg on a 2 
3-4-6 The Smith family has three children: Jane, Ellen, and 
Jim. Each child has a job to do every morning. Jane sets 
the table. Jim sweeps the walk. 3 dries the dishes. 
The 4 of the family work indoors and the boys work 
5 
6-7-8 An apiary is a place where bees are kept, and an aviary 
is a place where birds are kept. John loves birds. Someday 
he hopes to have his own 6 • Tom keeps bees in his 
7 and sells the honey made by his 8 
51 1 friend 
3 sister 
52 5 around 
7 up 
1 1 Thegirls 3 They 
2 5 train 7 picnic 
3 1 Jane 3 Jim 
4 5 girls 7 parents 
9 hardest 
5 11 outdoors 
6 1 hive 
3 aviary 
7 5 garage 
7 bedroom 
9 bees 
8 11 pets 
9-10 In our family there are Mother, Father, and two children. 9 1 no 
We use three bottles of milk a day. Each child uses one 3 two 
bottle a day. Mother and Father together use 9 10 10 5 glass 
7 bottle 
11-12-13-14 A non-conductor of electricity is a substance that 11 1 battery 
3 conductor will not allow a current of electricity to pass through it. A 
galvanometer is an instrument which registers the passage of 
electrical current. Two wires run from a battery to the gal- 12 5 heat 7 sound 
vanometer. If they are joined, closing the circuit, the dial 
of the 11 shows that a current is passing. If we put 13 9 coins 
11 circuits something between the wires, the electrical current still passes 
in some cases but not in others. Thus, if we take a coin and 
put the two wires in contact with it, the current continues to 
pass because metal acts as a conductor of 12 On the 
other hand, if we put a piece of glass between the 13 , no 
current passes. Glass, therefore, is called a 14 
13 non-con-
14 ductor 
15-16-17 There are many breeds of dogs, some of them useful to 
man, others valuable simply as pets. Whippets can run very 
fast; collies can be trained to herd sheep; setters can learn to 
scent game; and terriers are fun to play with. Of these breeds, 15 
Tom, who likes to hunt, would probably choose a 15 
Bud simply wants a dog that will run after a ball thrown for 16 
15 barrier 
1 whippet 
3 setter 
5 whippet 
7 setter 
2 brother 
4 feet 
6 back 
8 down 
2 Theboys 
4 Themen 
6 boat 
8 horse 
2 Ellen 
4 Mother 
6 boys 
8 children 
10 most 
12 indoors 
2 home 
4 apiary 
6 apiary 
8 aviary 
10 birds 
12 flowers 
2 one 
4 three 
6 glasses 
8 bottles 
_2 galva-
nometer 
4 clock 
6 electricity 
8 energy 
10 instru-
ments 
12 wires 
14 DOD-
metal 
16 conductor 
2 collie 
4 terrier 
6 collie 
8 terrier 
him. He would like a 16 • Don wants a racing dog; so 9 whippet 10 collie 
17 11 setter 12 terrier his choice would probably be a 17 
[ 2 1 Go on to the next page. 
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18 1 plants 3 farms 
19 5 plants 7 farms 
18-19-20 Sugar comes from sugar cane and from sugar beets. 
The cane grows in warm climates and the beets in cooler 
regions. When we get sugar from Michigan or Colorado it 
has come from sugar 18 , and when we get it from Louisiana 
or Hawaii it has come from sugar 19 Smithville produces 
much cane sugar. It has a 20 climate. 20 
9 pleasant 
11 good 
21-22 By means of certain tests devised by psychologists, edu-
cators are able to classify students according to their particular 
aptitudes. This is a great help to the 21 themselves, who 
are happiest and most successful doing work suited to their 
abilities. The tests are also of great assistance to 22 who 
wish to advise and guide their students. 
21 
22 
23-24 We are indebted to Lister for the beginnings of the science 23 
of modern surgery. Lister is famous because he discovered 
the use of antiseptics to reduce wound infection. As a result 
of his work the 23 science of 24 has greatly broadened 24 
its scope. 
26-26 In colonial days, and for some time after, the duel played 
a considerable part in American political and social life. If a 
man was insulted, he felt that he had to fight. The most 
famous of all American 25 was the tragic meeting of 25 
Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, both prominent men. 
Pistols were used, and 26 killed Hamilton. 26 
27-28 Women usually outnumber men in cities, but more men 
inhabit the rural areas. Farming offers more opportunities 27 
for employment to single men than to single women. Farmers' 
sons more often remain on farms than do daughters. The 
latter look for work in factories, offices, and stores. When 
27 leave home, they are more likely to go to 28 than 28 
to rural communities. 
1 educators 
3 boys 
5 people 
7 women 
1 natural 
3 social 
5 disease 
7 surgery 
1 duels 
3 struggles 
5 they 
7 Alexander 
1 boys 
3 girls 
5 cities 
7 farming 
areas 
29-30 Long ago a sea extended over the lower part of the Mis- 1 ocean 
sissippi Valley. Through thousands of years the river brought 29 3 river 
down earth and deposited it in the water until the 29 5 farms 
was filled and a great area of fertile 30 had been built up. 30 7 gardens 
2 cane 
4 beets 
6 cane 
8 beets 
10 cool 
12 warm 
2 psycholo-
gists 
4 students 
6 teachers 
8 men 
2 medical 
4 geological 
6 childcare 
8 family 
welfare 
2 battles 
4 events 
6 someone 
8 Burr 
2 young 
children 
4 older chil-
dren 
6 villages 
8 foreign 
countries 
2 valley 
4 hole 
6 fields 
8 land 
31-32-33 The natives of Siam wager upon the outcome of fights 3 + 
between certain special fish. Two of these fish are placed in 
a large glass bowl where at first they swim about leisurely. 1 red 2 red and purple 
Then one spies the other and his dark green body turns a 31 3 purple 4 green 
brilliant red with purple spots. Then the other likewise turns 32 5 red 6 red and purple 
31 and they charge and countercharge for hours. Finally 7 purple 8 green 
one tires, seeks the bottom of the bowl, and turns 32 9 red 10 red and purple 
again. The first fish that turns 33 is proclaimed the loser. 33 11 purple 12 green 
1 cellulose 
3 oil 
2 soft pulp 
4 waste 
34-36 Cotton seeds, which were formerly destroyed, are now 
used. The oil, the soft inner pulp, and the cellulose or tough 
fiber of the hulls all have value. The pulp is turned into cattle 34 
feed and fertilizer. The 34 is used to make paper. From 
the 35 , cooking fats, soap, cosmetics, and other important 
substances are produced. 
5 waste 6 oil 
35 7 soft pulp 8 cellulose 
[ 3 1 Go on to the next page. 
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3&-37 The higher animals have many senses, including smell, 36 
taste, sight, and hearing. In human beings the sense of smell 
is not so keen as it is in many dogs and the sense of taste seems 
much less acute than it is in the rat. It appears that 36 
are becoming less keen in human beings and that 37 are 37 
becoming more important. 
38-39 The instruments of an orchestra are frequently put into 
three classes: strings; winds, wherein air vibrates in hollow 
wood or metal; and percussion instruments, wherein some- 38. 
thing is struck to produce a sound. One instrument, the 
38 , that has strings which are struck, is sometimes classed 
with the stringed and sometimes with the percussion instru- 39 
ments. If violins, trumpets, flutes, and clarinets are playing, 
we have 39 instruments. 
Stanford Intermediate Reading: LM 
1 smelland 
taste 
3 sightand 
hearing 
5 smell and 
taste 
7 sight and 
hearing 
1 organ 
3 mouthor-
gan 
5 string 
7 percussion 
and 
string 
2 smelland 
sight 
4 sight and 
taste 
6 smell and 
sight 
8 sight and 
taste 
2 drum 
4 piano 
6 wind 
8 string and 
wind 
40-41-42 Three great philosophers of ancient Greece are still 40 1 scientist 
honored by students everywhere. Socrates, the first of these, 3 teacher 
2 dramatist 
4 statesman 
was put to death because of his teachings. Plato, a student of 41 5 poet 6 philos-
opher 
7 dramatist 8 martyr Socrates, taught the people what he had learned from this great 40 Mter Plato came Aristotle, an equally great 
41 , though he belonged to a different 42 from that .en 9 religion 
- 11 litical 
of Socrates and Plato. poparty 
10 race 
12 schoolof 
thought 
43-44-45 A biography is the life story of someone written by 43 
another person. When one writes the story of his own life, 
it is called an autobiography. Both words are to be distin-
guished from bibliography, which is merely a list of titles of 
publications on a given subject. Thus, Benjamin Franklin's 44 
book about himself is 43 ; Ridpath's life of James A. 
Garfield is 44 and the collected titles of writings about 
Lincoln is 46 46 
4&-47-48 If a scholar from ancient Greece could step into today's 46 
world, he would understand many of our modern words, in-
cluding compound words, because they are combinations of 
words from his own .language. For instance, in Greek 
"mega-" means great or mighty; "poly-" means many or 
much; "micro-" means small; "scope" means watching; 47 
"lith" means stone; and "chrome" means color. Therefore, 
the Greek would know that polychrome means 46 ; mega-
1 an autobi- 2 a history 
ography 
3 a bibliog- 4 a biog-
raphy raphy 
5 an autobi- 6 a history 
ography 
7 a bibliog- 8 a biog-
raphy raphy 
9 an autobi- 10 a history 
ography 
11 a bibliog- 12 a biog-
raphy raphy 
1 great stone 2 many 
colored 
3 seeing 4 watching 
something stone 
small 
5 great stone 6 watching 
7 small 
color 
stone 
8 seeing some-
thing small 
lith, 47 ; and microscope, 48 48 9 great 
stone 
llsmall 
color 
10 watching 
stone 
12 to look at 
something small 
Stop. 4+ 
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TEST 2 Word Meaning 
5+ 
DIRECTIONS: In each exercise decide which of the four numbered words will complete the 
sentence best. Look at the number of this word. Mark the answer space at the right 
that is numbered the same as the word you have chosen. Study the samples. 
SAMPLES: 
51 The day that comes after Friday is- 1 Monday 2 Tuesday 3 Saturday 4 Sunday 51 
52 To draw on a blackboard, use a piece of- 5 pencil 6 straw 7 eraser 8 chalk 52 
1 To save is to - 1 work 2 find 3 get 4 keep . .......................... 1 
2 Who, why, when, and where are used when asking-
5 questions 6 help 7 people 8 money ................................ 2 
3 A beast is - 1 an enemy 2 an animal 3 a person 4 a bird ............... a 
4 To complete is to- 5 figure 6 guard 7 finish 8 play .................... 4 
• 5 Moist means - 1 temperate 2 damp 3 weather 4 cold .................. 5 
6 If a person fails, he is - 5 dull 6 bad 7 unsuccessful 8 proud ............ 6 
'1 People who cheat others are very- 1 naughty 2 clever 3 popular · 4 ·lucky 1 
8 To roam is to - 5 rent 6 reach 7walk 8 wander ...................... 8 
9 To furnish means to- 1 finish 2 supply 3 teach 4 study ................ 9 
10 If you were sad and now feel better, you are -
5 willing 6 smoothed 7 startled 8 cheered . . ......................... 10 
11 To permit is to - 1 allow 2 tell 3 refuse 4 submit . . .................. n 
12 People are most likely to say things they don't mean when they are -
5 honest 6 embarrassed · 7 truthful 8 satisfied ........................ 12 
13 A pony that does what it is directed to do is -
1 mechanical 2 stupid 3 obedient 4 tough ........................... 1a 
14 To labor is to- 5 hurry 6 promise 7 rule 8 work ...................... 14 
15 Hair that falls in smooth curves is- 1 whirling ·2 rinsed 3 wavy 4 naturalized 15 
16 One who has marks made from old wounds has -
5 scallops 6 scars 7 moles 8 carvings ................................ 16 
1'1 To manufacture is to - 1 make 2 sell 3 break 
6 model 
4 invent ................ 11 
18 Any large ship is called a - 5 transport 
19 If a boy looks like his sister, he -
7 vessel 8 friendship ... 18 
1 fascinates her 2 reminds her 3 resembles her 4 repays her ........... 19 
20 If a lady asks a favor and you do it, you -
5 neglect her 6 excite her 7 oblige her 8 limit her. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 20 
21 The amount of pull a rope will stand is its - 1 power 2 honor 3 strength 4 shortage 21 
22 An invention is - 5 a machine 6 an idea 7 a patent 
23 If you own a bicycle, it is your - 1 possession 2 privilege 
r 5 r 
8 a new design ..... 22 
3 reward · 4 treatment 23 
. Go on to the next page. 
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TEST 2 Word Meaning (Continued) 
24 A person told something is - 5 enclosed 6 envied 7 informed 8 suspected 24 
25 People are liked best when they spend very little time finding - ·~ 
1 fault 2 qualities 3 acquaintances 4 pleasures . . ..................... 25 
26 Water runs-out of a pan with a tiny hole in the bottom-
5 immediately 6 gradually 7 promptly 8 hurriedly . . . ................. 26 
27 You can expect poor results if you are usually -
1 cooperative 2 complaining 3 agreeable 4 assisting ................... 21 
28 A kind of very hard rock is - 5 granite 6 mantle 7 balcony 8 legend .... 28 
29 To show something is to - 1 conceal it 2 overlook it 3 review it 4 display it 29 
30 Any strange and spooky sight is- 5 weird 6 volcanic 7 a torture 8 a sacrifice 3o 
31 People who are on time are - 1 orderly 2 devoted 3 prompt 4 agreeable 31 
32 Thin strips of bright metal used as ornaments are -
5 pennants 6 penguins 7 tenants 8 tinsel. ........................... 32 
33 The correct word for a narrow passageway between two large bodies of water is a -
1 kink 2 crevice 3 rivet 4 strait . . . . .... : .......................... ·. 33 
34 A commotion is - 5 an advancement 6 a disturbance 7 a settlement 8 an agreement 34 
35 Water flowing in a special direction is a - 1 wave 2 tide 3 breaker 4 current 35 
36 A man who weighs 350 pounds is -
5 exceedingly fat 6 properly fat 7 moderately fat 8 approximately fat .... 36 
37 If you obtain something, you - 1 exchange it 2 acquire it 3 improve it 4 injure it 37 
38 If something you own is the first one of its kind, you own the -
5 standard 6 treasure 7 usual 8 ·original ............................. 38 
39 Statements that are nonsense are - 1 sensible 2 absurd 3 brilliant 4 patriotic 39 
40 If only one person can do a thing, it can be done by-
5 somebody 6 nobody 7 everybody 8 anybody ...................... 40 
41 When the right thing is said at the right time, it is -
1 democratic 2 appropriate 3 conscientious 4 vulgar ................... 41 
42 The clothes most people wear on a hot day at the beach are -
5 numerous 6 solemn 7 melancholy 8 scanty ......................... 42 
43 A top's spinning round is called- 1 relation 2 rotation 3 circumference 4 circulation 43 
44 Any official government record is a - 5 document 6 treaty 7 charter 8 security 44 
45 Magazines, newspapers, and books are all -
1 stationery 2 publications 3 memorandums 4 subscriptions ........... 45 
46 To feel wretched is to be - 5 miserable 
47 "Best suited" means -
1 fortunate 2 economical 3 ideal 
48 An all-powerful king is a - 5 triumph 
6 uncomfortable 7 itchy .. 8 fretful46 
4 legal ............................. 47 
6 monarch 
[ 6 l 
7 procession 8 conquest ,s 
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TEST 1. READING 
Directions. In each paragraph a blank line means that a word has been left 
out. Read each paragraph. Then think of the ·word that should be in each 
blank. Write the word in the parentheses at the side of the page. You should 
get the answer from the paragraph itself. 
Sample. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The 
names of Dick's brothers are ~ ( ) a 
and ..J!!l_ ............................. ( ) b 
1. Betty's -father made a little house for her. He 
made small chairs. and a table to put in the ___l!L •..... ( _________ ) 1 
2. Much of Holland is lower than the sea. The 
people of Holland have built walls, called ·"dikes," to 
keep the JL from flooding the land ............... ( ________ )2 
3-4. Grapes are grown in those parts of ·France 
where the climate is not cold. The best region for grapes 
is around the Mediterranean Sea to the west of the 
Rhone River. We know that the climate· of that area<---------
is not ___w_, since JL are grown there .............. ( ________ _ 
6-6. Fred likes to play hall. Helen likes to read. 
They were both happy when Uncle Ned brought a book( 
for JL and a ball for__@__ ..... ·,· ............... ··( _______ _ 
7-9. Cod are caught by the use of a long line floating 
) 3 
)4 
) 5 
) 6 
on the water. Fastened to this line are short lines with( ________ _ )7 
baited hooks. The _...rrL_ eats the bait and is caught by 
the ~· Fishermen row along the line and take off( ________ _ ) 8 
tbe fish which have been ___w_ ••••••••••••••••••••.. ( _______ _ )9 
1o-11. The Eskimos wear warm clothing because 
it is very cold where they live. When aviators fly high 
above the earth, they know that the air will be very cold. 
Therefore, when an _QQL plans to rise high in the air,( _________ )to 
he wears the kind of clothes that the _illL wear ....... ( ) 11 
12-13. The storekeeper needs us, and we need him. 
The ~ needs us to buy his goods. We need the ___illL ( _________ ) 12 
so that we can have the things we wish .............. ( ) 13 
14. The mountains keep the cold north winds from 
reaching southern Europe. Therefore the winters are 
mild in the _lliL part of Europe ................... , .. ( ________ ) 14 
16-16. Sacajawea, the woman who guided Lewis and 
Clark to the Northwest, was born in Montana. There 
was her home. When still young, she was captured and( ) 15 
taken East. But she never forgot the way to her _Jill_. 
That was why she was able to _illL Lewis and Clark.( ) 10 
[ 2 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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1 '1-18. The reindeer is used by the Lapps to carry 
burdens in summer and to pull sledges in winter. The 
reindeer also provides the Lapps with milk and meat.'------...,-----) 17 
The _illL, then, use the ...illL for both food and work. ( ) 18 
19-20. With our modern methods of transportation, 
it . is difficult for us to imagine the hardships of the 
Western pioneer. On land the ___Q&_ depended on a kind( _________ ) 19 
of covered wagon. On _@L he used the flatboat ..... ( ) 20 
21-22. The life of a trapper in the forest is a lonely 
one. The country is wild. He may travel for days · 
through trackless forests without ever seeing a _@L. ( _________ ) 21 
Only the shrill cry of some __@}_ breaks the stillness ... (_ ) 22 
23. Abe Lincoln's reading interfered with his work. 
This was no discredit to him ; nor was it a ~ to his 
father, living under pioneer conditions, that he did not 
appreciate the value of reading. . ................... '---------· ) 23 
24-25. When the United States was young, there 
was a struggle between the common people and the aris-
tocracy. Jackson was the first President who was 
neither a cultured gentleman nor a member of a wealthy 
family. His election was a victory of the ..JW... people(._ _______ .,....._). 24 
over the ~- ................. · ....... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . ) 25 
26-28. It was a very queer street, all twisted and 
crooked, more like a country road than a city street. 
But the people in it were even stranger. Dick was not 
surprised at anything the women wore ; but to see the( _________ )26 
~ dressed in doublet and hose was too much. He 
began to laugh, but when he saw that he ~ was wear- ) 27 
ing a doublet and hose, it no longer seemed so ~· .. ( ) 28 
29-30. In colonial days punishment of crime was 
meant to warn others as well as to punish the~-'----------) 29 
When a lawbreaker was to be ..J!QL, the town crier would 
invite "all good people" to come to witness the sight .. ( _________ ) ao 
31-32. In 1902 Colombia refused to let the United 
States build a canal across Panama. At that time 
Panama belonged to Colombia. Naturally the people 
of ..J!!L were disappointed. They knew the~ would( ________ ) 31 
be of great advantage to them. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ) 32 
33-34. Conditions in cities have made the supply of 
gas, and more recently the supply of electricity, almost 
as essential ~s the supply of water. ~ has largely( ) aa 
taken the place of gas as a means of lighting, but as a fuel 
.J!!l._ is still used in very large quantities ............. ( ) 34 
[ 3 l (Go right on to the Rext page.) 
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36-38. Nuthatches eat insects that injure trees. A 
nuthatch once broke open an acorn and apparently ate( ) 35 
it. When the bird. had flown away, the ~ was ex- ---------
amined. Some of it had been e~ten, but not recently.( ) 36 
Something besides the ~ had been feeding on the 
acorn. The nuthatch had eaten not ·the ..Jm.... but a ( ) 37 
~that was in it .... ·'· .............. ~ .......... ( ) 38 
39-40. When the moon passes between us and a star, 
the star would become dim b'efore disappearing if the 
moon were surrounded by air. Instead ofthat, the~( _________ ) 39 
remains bright until the instant the moon hides it. We 
therefore conclude that the moon has no _J!QL sur-
rounding it. . ........ · .... : ...................... _. . ( _________ ) 40 
.41-42. People are too much inclined to compromise. 
They want their rights presented to them by someone 
else. They don't want to _(!!2._ for them. They don't( _________ ) 41, 
realize that securing the -~ means resisting the 
wrong. . ................. · ........................ ( _________ ) 42 
43. 
44. 
46. 
46. 
Directions. Read each paragraph. Then read the questions below it. Write 
the answer to each question in the p·arentheses after it. You may read the 
paragraph again if you wish to. Each question can be answered by one 
word or, at most, a few words. You should get the answer to each question 
from the paragraph itself. 
Soft coal burns easily. It is not hard to start a soft-coal fire. A 
little burning kindling soon sets the coal on fire. Soft coal burns with 
a bright flame. It often gives off thick clouds of black smoke. A large 
amount of ashes is left when soft coal is burned. 
Hard coal is not easily broken into pieces. It is not as dirty as soft 
coal. The coal is hard to start burning. . More kindling is needed to 
set hard coal burning than .soft coal. Hard coal burns with little smoke. 
It gives a very hot fire. Not many ashes are left after hard coal is burned. 
Which kind of coal leaves most ashes ? . . . ........ ( 
. l 
Which kind of coal burns with most smoke ? ...... ( 
Which kind of coal is clea~er ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ( 
Which kind of coal is harder to start burning ? .... ( 
The speckled sky is dim with snow, By flickering curtains gray and thin • 
. The light flakes falter and fall slow ; But cheerily the chickadee 
Athwart the hilltop, rapt and pale, Singeth to me on fence and tree; 
Silent drops a silver veil ; The snow sails round him as he sings, 
And all the valley is shut in • White as the down on angels' wings. 
)43 
)44 
) 45 
)46 
47. What word tells you that the sky is not bright? ..... ( ') 47 
48. What is the bird doing ? ....................... ( ) 48 
49. How does the chickadee feel ? . ~ : . ........•...... ( ) 49 
60. Where is the chickadee ? .... : . . ................ ( . ) so 
[ 4 ] (Go right on to.the ~ext page.) 
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Canals can be dug in almost any level plain, but they cost so much 
that it pays to build a canal only where there is sure to be a large amount 
of freight. Canal traffic is always slow ; for if fast steamboats were used, 
the waves which they cause would soon wear away the banks and fill the 
canals. Often barges are used in great numbers, and are slowly drawn 
by tugboats, horses, donkeys, or even men. In densely populated plains 
like those of China, Japan, and Europe, even such slow transportation 
by inland waterways is important. 
61. How do boats usually travel in canals? .......... ( ________ _ ) 51 
62. What kind of boats should not be used in canals ? .. ( ________ _ ) 52 
53. What is the name of the kind of boat that is used to 
carry freight in canals ? ........................ ( ________ _ 
64. What would be injured if boats moved rapidly in 
canals? .......................... .' ........... ( ________ _ 
66. What must be made sure of before a canal is built ? .. ( ________ _ 
The tulip tree is a favorite with lumbermen, not only because the 
trunks are long and straight but also because they are "'clean" to a great 
height. By a clean trunk is meant one that is free from limbs, so that 
the lumber made from it will be free from knots; for knots appear in 
the wood where limbs grow out from the trunk of a tree. 
66. What are there in trunks of trees that make them 
)sa 
)54 
) 55 
poor for lumber? ............................. ( _________ ) 56 
61. By whom is the tulip tree liked, according to the 
paragraph? ................................... ( ________ )57 
68. If you see many knots in lumber, what do you know 
about the tree from which the lumber was made ? .. ( _________ ) ss 
69. The trunk of a tree is "clean" if it has no £L for 
a great height above the ground ................ ( _________ ) 59 
60. Besides being "clean," why is the tulip-tree trunk 
good for lumber? ............................. ( ________ ) oo 
As the sugar in a maple tree is manufactured by the leaves, it passes 
down from the leaves into the trunk and roots of the tree, and is stored 
in the living cells of these parts in the form of starch. Then when food is 
needed in the spring to enable the buds to grow and expand into blossoms 
and leaves, and to produce the ,seeds, the starch is changed back to sugar, 
which· is dissolved out of the storage cells and carried upward in the sap. 
61. What things do the buds on the tree change to? .... ( _________ ) 61 
62. What does the sugar change to in the tree ? ....... ( ) 62 
63. What part of the tree makes the sugar? .......... ( ) 63 
64. During what season is the starch stored in the tree 
without being used ? ........................... ( ________ ) M 
STOP! 
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TEST 2.' VOCABULARY 
Directions. In the parenthes.es after each question write the number of 
the word that makes the sentence true. 
Sample. Big means the same as - 1 bad 2 pretty 3 large · 4 tiny( ) 
. 
1. Ahead means - 1 below 2 in front of 3 between· 4 above ... ( ) 1 : 
2. Sad means - 1 unhappy 2 lovely 3 gay 4 fearful ......... ( ) 2 
3. To be seen means to be- 1 blind 2 served 3 looked at 4 broken( ) 3 
4. He told means he - 1 spoke 2 cried 3 met 4 touched ..... ( ) 4 
5. To be strong is to be- 1 selfish 2 strange 3 proud 4 powerful( ) 5 
6. To discover means to- 1 know 2 find out 3 close 4 consider( ) 6 
7. Sprang is the same as- 1 leaped 2 rode 3 rang 4 walked. ( ) 1 
8. Freedom means- 1 revolution 2 war 3 liberty 4 American. ( ) 8 
9. To pretend is to- 1 work 2 make believe 3 meet 4 frighten( ) 9 
10. Single refers to- 1 many 2all 3 both 4 one ............ ( 
11. Huge best describes an - 1 apple 2 ant 3 elephant 4 elf .. ( 
12. To be polite is to be- 1 wise 2 skillful 3 courteous 4 happy( 
13. To join means to- 1 enjoy 2 connect 3 travel 4 note .... ( 
14. To plan is to- ·1 smooth 
15. To live means to- 1 like 
2 scheme 
2 dwell 
3 plant 
3 play 
4 cove~ ....... ( 
4 wake ........ ( 
16. To be fel( is to be- 1 hard 2 struck 3 pushed 4 touched . ( 
17. To. spy is to - 1 steal 2 hide 3 quarrel 4 watch secretly .. ( 
18. Laughter refers to- 1 business 2 dishonor 3 order 4 merriment( 
19. Horror means - 1 fear 2 honor 3 honesty 4 strength ...... ( 
20. To tease is to - 1 rip 2 fight 3 annoy 4 drink ........... ( 
21 •. She replies means she- 1 complains 2 demands 3 fills 4 answers( 
U. To astonish is to - 1 surprise 2 annoy 3 sadden 4 forget .. ( 
-
23. Value means - ~ progress 2 effort 3 worth 4 vanity ...... ( 
24. To furnish is to - 1 buy 2 provide 3 spend 4 ha.ve ....... ( 
25. Weather refers to- 1 climate 2 calendar. 3 doubt 4 seasllore( 
26. A mountain is part of- 1 a city 2 the earth 3 the sea 4 a hill( 
27. Dangerous means- 1 courageous 2 healthy 3 careful 4 perilous( 
28. From means - 1 toward 2 tc 3 out of 4 into ............ ( 
) 10 
)n 
') 12 
) 13 
) 14 
) 15 
) 16 
) 17 
) 18 
) 19 
)20 
) 21 
)22 
)23 
)24 
)26 
)26 
)27 
)28 
29. New means - 1 recent 2 nice 3 smart 4 noisy ........... ( ) 29 
30. A supply is a - 1 need 2 help 3 prayer 4 quantity ........ ( ) so 
31. To shield means to- 1 arm 2 shift 3 conflict 4 protect ... ( ) 31 
32. Peace means - 1 part 2 scorn 3 loyalty 4 calm .......... ( ) 32_ 
33. To appear means to - 1 seem 2 vanish 3 blame 4 ·soften . ; ( ) aa 
[ 6 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
Metropolitan: Inter. Read.: A. 
34. Courage means- 1 indifference 2 loyalty 3 brave~ 4'patience( 
• 36. To depend is to- 1 rely 2 race 3 fear 4 help ........... ( 
36. To be patient is to be- 1 ill 2 evident 3 uncomplaining 4 rude( 
37. Furious describes a- 1 buildjng 2 storm 3 sto~ 4 picture. ( 
38. To tax means to- 1 charge 2 teach 3 disappear 4 collect . ( 
39. A message is a- 1 rule 2 communication, 3 tree 4 paper .. ( 
40. To compare is to - 1 grumble 2 ·finish 3 direct 4 liken .... ( 
)34 
) 35 
) 36 
) 37 
) 38 
) 39 
) 40 
41. To dream is to- 1 wake 2 plan 3 fear 4 fancy .......... ( ) 41 
42. An idea is a - 1 date 2 panic · 3 thought 4 statue ......... ( ) 42 
43. A stubborn boy is- 1 studious 2 forgiving 3 obstinate 4 strong( ) 43 
44. He warns means he- 1 heats 2 endangers 3 trusts 4 cautions( ) 44 
46. To long for means to- 1 extend 2 crave 3 look 4 envy ... ( ) 45 
46. Probably means - 1 surely 2 exactly 3 likely 4 assuredly .. ( ) 46 
47. The effect means the- 1 exertion 2 declaration 3 concern 4 result( ) 47 
48. To admit is to- 1 proceed 2 acknowledge 3 conduct 4 warm( ) 48 
49. I defeat means I - 1 reduce 2 overcome 3 defend 4 dare .. ( ) 49 
60. To plead means to - 1 appeal 2 fold 3 promise 4 pretend( ) so 
61. To relieve means to- 1 ease 2 abandon 3 remedy 4 taste( ) 51 
62. To consider means to- 1 agree 2 decide 3 think over 4 send( ) 52 
63. To lack means to- 1 lose 2 need 3 tire 4 grieve ........ ( ) 53 
64. A fault is - 1 a defect 2 a fairy 3 a dread 4 an accident ... ( ) 54 
66. A prospect is an - 1 outlook 2 esteem 3 examination 'l: attack( ) 55 
66. Intention means- 1 purpose 2 indifference 3 consideration 
4 discove~ ................................................. ( ) 56 
67. To refresh means to- 1 bend 2 freeze 3 invigorate 4 enroll( ) 57 
68. A refuge is a - 1 remedy 2 rubbish 3 debt 4 retreat ...... ( ) ss 
69. Thus means - i rarely . 2 and 3 so 4 however ........... ( ) 59 
60. Devotion means- 1 hope 2 affection 3 suffrage 4 ambition( ) oo 
61. A conference is a- 1 federation 2 discussion 3 conflict 4 speech( ) 61 
62. Vigilance means- 1 triumph 2 power 3 irregularity 4 watchfulness( ) 62 
63. Ample means - 1 rare 2 amber 3 brilliant 4 sufficient ..... ( ) 63 
64. To prolong is to- 1 shorten 2 encourage 3 lengthen 4 precede( ) 64 
66. Leisure means - 1 ease 2 sport 3 work 4 contentment .... ( ) 65 · 
.STOP! 
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TEST 1 , 
+ DIRECTIONS 
SAMPLE A shrub is a ·, . . [a] tree 
1 A command is . . ... .. [a] a leader 
2 A meadow is a . ... . . [ f] plant 
3 A robe is a . ... .. . . . [a] garment 
4 Dirty means . . . ..... . [ f] torn 
5 A scent is a .... .. ... [a] noise 
6 To nip is to ......... [ f] pry 
7 A fig is~ . . . .. . .... . [a] dance 
8 Vanished means ..... [ f] finished 
9 To drain is to ... .. .. [a] flow 
1 o To attempt is to .. .. . [ f] awake 
11 Quantity means ...... [a] question 
In each of the exercises below read the beginning part of the 
sentence, paying particular attention to the underlined word m 
heavy black letters. Then choose the word which best completes the 
sentence. 
(Specific directions for marking your answers will be read to you by your _ 
examiner.) 
[b] vine 
[b] an order 
[g] ruler 
[b] stocking 
[g] wet 
[b] food 
[g] pinch 
[b] statue 
[g] dropped 
[bJ act 
[g] try 
[bJ height 
[c] bush 
[ c] a speech 
[h] palace 
[ c] hat 
[h] soft 
[c] smell 
[h] pull 
[ c] fruit 
[h] secret 
[c] empty 
[h] jump 
[d] branch 
[d] a letter 
[i] garden 
[d] suit 
[i] rough 
[d] coin 
[ i] push 
[d] shape 
[ i] gone 
[d] drink 
[ i] leave 
[e] shrug 
[ e] an answer 
[j] field 
[e] box 
[j] soiled 
[ e] sight 
[j] punch 
[ e] fight 
[j] magic 
[ e] press 
[j] gain 
12 Nuisance means ... .. [ f] annoyance [g] children 
[ c] position 
[h] sickness 
[c] slow 
[ d] strength 
[ i] help . 
[d] gay 
[e] amount 
[j] joy 
1 3 Grand means . . ... . . [a] splendid [b] happy 
u Textiles are . ..... ... [ f] clocks 
15 Ferns are . .... . . . . . . [a] animals 
16 Broth is ... . .. .. .... [ f] a relative 
17 Respectfully means .. . [a] similarly 
18 Calm means . . . ..... [ f] usual 
19 To arrest is to . ..... [a] run 
20 Privileges are .... .. . . [ f] gifts 
21 To dart is to . . ..... . [a] dare 
22 A prospector is .. . .. . [f] a miser 
23 Dizzy means . .. ..... [a] happy 
24 Thaw ~eans . . . . . . . . [ f] flow 
[g] temples 
[b] plants 
[g] a pin 
[b] richly 
[g] quiet 
[b] keep 
[g] goals 
[b] damage 
[g] an explorer 
[b] fussy 
[g] melt 
25 A system is . .. . .... . [a] a method [b] a matter 
2 
' 
f, 
[h] fabrics 
[c] swamps 
[h] foam 
[ c] privately 
[h] pure 
[ c] arrive 
[h] obstacles 
[c] dash 
[h] a story 
[c] funny 
[h] thread 
[ i] cities 
[d] rivers 
[i] a soup 
[ d] politely 
[ i] strong 
[d] seize 
[ e] funny 
[j] books 
[ e] woods 
[j] a color 
[ e] naturally 
[j] slow 
[e] speak 
[ i] advantages [j] secrets 
[ d] deal [ e] decide 
[ i] a genius 
[d] sorry 
[ i] thrash 
[j] a rifleman 
[ e] giddy 
[j] fling 
[ c] an idea [ d] a subject [ e] a success ~ 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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26 Parades are . . ...... [ f] movies [g] circuses [h] displays [i] dances [j ] services 
21 A handicap is a ..... [a] handbag [b] haze [ c] hat [ d] disadvantage [ e] handkerchie~ 
28 Amber is a ... . .. . .. [ f] lake [g] country [h] color [i] food [j] place 
29 To increase is to ... . [a] grow [b] build [c] buy [d] pay [ e] visit 
30 A skipper is a . .. . .. [ f] jailer [g] janitor [h] peasant [i] pauper [j] master 
31 Security means ... . . . [a] protection [b] thrift [ c] betrayal [ d] exposure [ e] affection 
32 Extraordinary means. [ f] remarkable [g] profuse [h] frequent [ i] legitimate [j] just 
33 Exercise means . . . . . [a] learning [b] reading [ c] strength (d] health [ e] practice 
34 To ascend is to ..... [ f] smell (g] feel [h] rise [i] alarm [j] conquer 
35 Hoarse means ...... [a] hopeful [b] horrible [c] human [d] harsh [e] humble 
36 Yearning means . .. .. [ f] loving [g] laboring [h] laughing [ i] learning [j] longing 
37 An incident is .... ... [a] a passage [b] an event [ c] a venture [ d] an instant [ e] a dispute 
38 An intention is .. .... [ f] a glimpse [g] a move [h] a hunt [ i] an instrument [j ] a purpose 
39 A hem is a . . ....... [a] song [b] head [c] meat [d] border [ e] passenger 
40 Grim means ........ [ f] solid [g] stern [h] smart [ i] sloping [j] smiling 
41 Compliment means . . . [a] giver [b] position [ c] praise (d] power [ e] competition 
42 A marvel is a ....... [ f] wonder [g] place [h] stone [ i] marriage [j] painting 
43 Fluster means . ...... [a] enmity [b] trouble [c] doubt [ d] confusion [ e] laughter 
44 A pillar is a . .... . .. [ f] berry [g] cloth [h] column [ i] medicine [j] paddle 
45 To communicate is to. [a] listen [b] know [c] hope [d] wish [ e] tell 
46 Former means . . . . .. [ f] past [g] new [h] still [ i] pleasant [j] dark 
47 Relatives are ........ [a] kindred [b] kennels [c] knaves [ d] kingdoms [e] kinks 
48 A benediction is a . .. [ f] bargain (g] blessing (h] battleship [ i] belfry [j] barbarity 
49 To crumple is to .... [a] hustle [b] destroy [c] wrinkle [d] falter [e] sample 
50 To coincide is to .... [ f] enter [g] agree [h] pass [i] freeze [j] argue 
51 A decoy is a . . ..... [a] storm [b] victim [c] wage [d] lure [e] plan 
52 Superiority means .. . [ f] excellence [g] abundance [h] bravery [i] charity [j] dismay 
53 A clot is a . .. ....... [a] mite [b] bed [c] quart [d] ranch [e] lump 
54 Evident J?eans ...... [ f] quick [g] normal [h] bent [i] clear [j] noble 
55 Suspense is ......... [a] confidence [b] difficulty [ c] suspicion [d] support [e] anxiety 
~ 
• 
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TEST2 
Read each story. Then read each question below the story. You 
are to find the best answer to each question. Notice that certain 
DIRECTIONS questions refer to particular words in the story. These words can be found in the lines which have the stars ( * ) beside them. 
SAMPlE 
(Specific directions for marking your answers will be read to you by your 
examiner.) 
Frank has a good hobby. He collects stamps. He has stamps from many 
* different places. Of course, he has many United States stamps. He saves 
them from the letters he gets from his Aunt Carrie in Texas and his Cousin 
Jack in Ohio. But Frank also has stamps from foreign countries. 
A Frank's Aunt Carrie lives in - 8 In this story, the word saves means -
[a] Ohio [b] New York [ e] rescues [ f] protects 
[ c] Africa [ d] Texas [g] keeps [h] prevents . 
I 
As they fly through the night, bats almost never bump into anything. Nature 
takes care of these creatures who live in dark places. When a bat flies, it 
makes a high pitched sound that people cannot hear. The sound makes an 
echo which comes back to the bat. The bat can tell how close it is to any 
* object by the echo. In this way a bat can guide its flight in total darkness. 
1 This story shows that bats must have a good 
sense of-
4 When a loud echo comes back, the bat will 
probably-
[a] hearing [b] sight [ e] stop flying 
[ c] feeling [d] smell [ f] change direction 
2 In this story, the word object means - [g] quit making sounds 
[h] bounce up [ e] ·thing [ f] purpose 
[g] disagree [h] aim s The best name for this story is -
[a] Listen to the Echo 3 People cannot hear the noises bats make because 
the sounds are too -· [b] How Bats Fly in the Darkness 
[ c] Song of the Bat [a] high 
[c] soft 
II 
[b] low 
[d] weak [d] Bats 
The famous American author, Louisa May Alcott, recorded this episode from 
her childhood: 
((I was sorry I had left. I felt that home was a nice place after all, and tried 
to find it. I dimly remember watching a lamplighter as I sat to rest on some 
doorsteps in Bedford Street. A big dog welcomed me so kindly that I fell 
asleep with my head pillowed on his curly back, and was found there by the 
* town crier, whom my distracted parents had sent in search of me. His bell 
and proclamation of a little girl, six years old, in a pink frock, white hat, and 
new green shoes, woke me up, and a small voice answered out of the darkness, 
(((Why, dat's me!'" 
6 Who woke Louisa up? 8 We learn from the last sentence that Louisa 
[a] a dog 
[c] the lamplighter 
[b] her parents 
[d] the town crier 
7 The best name for this story is -
[ e] A Happy Little Girl 
[ f] The Town Crier 
[g] From Louisa's Childhood 
[h] A Kindly Dog 
4 
.. 
was not yet able to -
[a] have a pet 
[ c] speak plainly 
[b] understand English 
[d] go home 
9 In this story, the word distracted means-
[ e] twisted out of shape 
[ f] drew away attention 
[g] very worried 
[h] insane 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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III 
The highest mountain in California is Mount Whitney, located in the High 
Sierras. The sheer rise of 14,495 feet presents a formidable view to the would- ...A. 
be climber from the east side of the mountain. Yet this is probably one of T 
our most accessible mountains, for on its western side it can be scaled by a 
rather gentle slope. Those who attempt this lofty peak are sure to be surprised 
by the fact that Mount Whitney's summit is fiat and almost as large as 
Yankee Stadium. Moreover, because the trail is relatively easy to follow, the 
climber is most likely to find himself in the company of many other climbers. 
Sometimes, on weekends, the crowd is so thick that climbers must wait in line 
to sign the United States National Park Service Register. 
1 o The best name for this story is -
[a] Over the Top 
12 Mount Whitney is located in a -
[a] wilderness [b] crowded area 
[b) Mountain Climbing · 
[c) The Sierras 
[d) California's Highest Mountain 
11 The top of Mount Whitney is -
[ e] fiat [ f] pointed 
[g] inaccessible [h] dangerous 
[ c] national park [ d] sports stadium 
13 What word best describes Mount Whitney? 
[ e] peculiar [f) thick 
[g] lofty [h] impossible 
u Most climbers scale Mount Whitney from the -
[a] north [b) south 
[c] east [d] west 
Copenhagen, seaport capital of Denmark, is called the n Paris of the North," 
because it is the gayest and most hospitable of the Scandinavian cities. It 
seems that everyone smiles in Copenhagen. Bright lights glitter from myriad 
restaurants and from Tivoli, the world's best-known amusement park. Sol-
IV 
diers with bearskin caps parade outside the Royal Palace at noon. The 
postmen wear brilliant red tunics and pretty girls in billowing skirts bicycle 
through the city streets. Strange, that so vivid a people should live in so 
* bleak a climate! On the sunniest days, the blue of the sky remains pale and 
glassy. The salt air usually contains a slight nip. But, somehow, one doesn't 
notice it in a land where the houses are painted warm pinks and blues and 
yellows and where good cheer seems always to reign. 
1s The story shows that people in Copenhagen 19 Which of the following words best describes the 
often travel by - people of Copenhagen? 
[a] automobile [b] bicycle [a) strange [b] myriad 
[d] pale [ c] airplane [ d] gondola [ c] friendly 
16 A visitor to Copenhagen would probably -
[ e] get lost [ f] feel lonesome 
[g) enjoy himself ·[h] become rich 
17 In this story, the word remains means -
[a] endures [b] outlives 
[ c] survives [ d] stays 
I 
1s Tivoli is a famous -
A. [ e] restaurant 
.,.. [g) city 
[ f] palace 
[h] park 
5 
20 The dreariest thing in Copenhagen is the -
[ e l climate [ f] transportation 
[g] people's dress [h] city streets 
21 The best name for this story is -
[a] Hospitable Scandinavia 
[b) Happy Copenhagen 
[c) Copenhagen and Paris 
[ d] A European Capital 
22 The capital of Denmark is located near the -
[ e] center of the country 
. · 
[f] ocean 
[g] capital of France 
[h] mountains 
GO ON TO TH E NEXT PAGE ..... 
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In any department store one may find simulated pearls strung into beautiful 
necklaces and bracelets. These may range in price from less than a dollar 
to a great many dollars. But even the best of simulated pearls can never 
approach in value the true gem that is the product of the oyster. The luster, 
the color of the real pearl, cannot be exactly duplicated. 
The pearl oyster is usually found in tropical seas. This small, shelled creature 
has several accomplishments. From its body it secretes a whitish limy sub-
stance which it uses to form its own shell. The oyster has a very soft body 
and builds its shell for protection. The inside of the shell is shiny and iri-
descent and is called mother-of-pearl. 
The oyster does not form pearls because it wishes to create something beauti-
ful. Sometimes a small object - a bit of sand, a speck of some kind - gets 
into the oyster's shell an_d refuses to be dislodged. The speck irritates the 
* soft flesh of the oyster, and to ease its distress, the oyster begins to surround 
the object with the same mother-of-pearl substance that it used in making its 
shell. It covers the object with layer after layer of the substance, hoping to 
put a stop to the irritation. After a long time a pearl is formed. 
23 An oyster's flesh is very - 27 An oyster will make a pearl only when the 
[a] tender [b] pretty 
[ c] sandy [d] hot 
24 The best title for this story is -
[ e] The Iridescent Oyster 
[ f] The Making of a Pearl 
[g] A Pearl of Great Price 
[h] Ladies' Necklaces 
2s The pearls formed by the oyster would most 
likely be found-
[a] inside the soft body 
[b] between the soft body and the shell 
[ c] fastened to the outside of the shell 
[d] in the water near the shell 
26 In this article, the word ease means -
[e] rest [f] slow 
[g] reduce [h] shift 
6 
oyster is-
[a] in tropical seas 
[b] iridescent 
[c] hurt 
[ d] soft-bodied 
2a The story suggests that simulated pearls differ 
from real pearls in -
[ e] shape and luster 
[ f] shape and color 
[g] size and cost 
[h] color and brilliance 
29 The story shows that an oyster can increase its 
secretion when it -
[a] is in warm water 
[b] has mother-of-pearl inside the shell 
[ c] is soft-bodied 
[d] needs to 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Late one afternoon in 1827 the townsfolk of New Orleans, Louisiana, were, 
* as customarily, wending their individual ways home when a bell sounded and 
sudden havoc ensued. Through the old French Quarter thronged a host of 
young merrymakers, masked and costumed, and armed with playful weapons 
such as fistfuls of flour and straw-filled stockings with which they proceeded 
to belabor the poor unprepared townspeople. The revellers, bent on en-
* livening a drab day, shrieked gleefully as they clanged cowbells and blasted 
horns to the distress of timid souls but to the delight of most of the citizens 
who soon joined in the spirit of the ruckus-making skylarkers. Then, as sud-
denly as they had come, the masqueraders disappeared. They were the guests 
at a masked ball, who, by prearranged decision, had combined to give the less 
fortunate citizens a taste of their fun. So it was that Mardi Gras was born. 
Mardi Gras is the French name for Shrove Tuesday, the day preceding the 
solemn penitential season of Lent. Every year since 1827 on that day, a 
similar fete has taken place in New Orleans. In 1872, the festival was officially 
recognized by the Louisiana legislature. Now Mardi Gras is a festival of such 
splendor that visitors come from everywhere. Rex, the king of the festival 
during the day, leads a series of dazzling floats through the streets of New 
Orleans to the thunderous applause of the watching crowds. Comus, lord of 
the mirthful night, leads a torchlight parade, his courtiers tossing trinkets to 
the costumed merrymakers until finally the night is over and Mardi Gras is 
ended. 
3o The Mardi Gras festival is most nearly like the 33 In this story, the word blasted means -
celebration of -
[a] Washington's Birthday 
[b] Labor Day 
[ c] Halloween 
[d] Armed Forces Day 
31 The Mardi Gras festival was made official in -
[e] 1827 [f] 1872 
[g] 1956 [h] 1927 
[ e] withered [ f] destroyed 
[g] blared [h] blew up 
34 The best title for this story is -
[a] Lent is Here 
[b] Long Ago in 1827 
[ c] Mardi Gras in France 
[d] A Festival of Fun 
+ 
3s This story shows that high spirits are likely to 
32 In this story, the word individual means -
[a] person [b] separate 
[ c] single [ d] distinct 
+ 
7 
. · 
be -
[ e] infectious 
[g] misunderstood 
[ f] dangerous 
[h] mysterious 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ..... 
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On Sunday, December 21, 1879, the New York Herald bore exciting headlines. 
It told of the imminent first public exhibition of Thomas Edison's newest ~ 
invention, ~~the great inventor's triumph in electric illumination." Through-
out the civilized world, scientists and laymen eagerly awaited the day. In 
keeping with this mood of anticipation, the Herald undertook to ((present to 
its readers a full and accurate account of Edison's work from its inception to 
its completion." · 
((Edison's electric light, incredible as it may appear, is produced from a little 
piece of paper- a tiny strip of paper that a breath would blow away. 
Through this little strip of paper is passed an electric current, and the result 
is a bright, beautiful light, like the mellow sunset of an Italian autumn. 
~~ ~But paper instantly burns, even under the trifling heat of a tallow candle' 
exclaims the skeptic, ~and how, then, can it withstand the fierce heat of an 
electric current?' Very true, but Edison makes the little piece of paper more 
infusible than platinum, more durable than granite. And this involves no 
complicated process. The paper is merely baked in an oven until all its ele-
ment::; have passed away except its carbon framework. The latter is then 
placed in a glass globe connected with wires leading to the electricity-produc-
* ing machine, and the air exhausted from the globe. Then the apparatus is 
ready to give out a light that produces no deleterious gases, no smoke, no 
offensive odors -giving out but little heat, vitiating no air, and free from all 
flickering; · a light that is a little globe of sunshine, a veritable Aladdin's lamp. 
And this light, the inventor claims, can be produced cheaper than that from 
the cheapest oil . . . " 
36 Before this story appeared in the newspaper, 
Edison was already famous as -
41 A characteristic of previous lighting systems 
that might have been injurious to health was 
their tendency to -[a] a teacher [b] an inventor 
[ c] a writer [ d] an industrialist 
37 We can assume that the exhibition was attended 
by-
[ e] scientists and inventors only 
[ f] newspaper reporters only 
[g] skeptics and scientists only 
[h] many people from all walks of life 
38 Scientists eagerly awaited the day of the public 
exhibition because they were probably -
. [a] amused [b] skeptical 
[c] afraid [d] curious 
39 Edison's first step in preparing the paper for 
use in his new device was to -
[e] bake it 
[ f] pass an electric current through it 
[g] put it in a glass globe 
[h] attach wires to it 
40 In this story, the word exhausted means-
..A. [a] worn out [b] burned 
T [ c] removed [ d] extended 
8 
[ e] require too many matches 
[ f] give off certain gases 
[g] produce excessive heat 
[h] burn with a low flame 
4 2 The best title for this story is -
[a] A New Era in Lighting 
[b] The Great Inventor 
[ c] A Little Globe of Sunshine 
[d] The Herald's Account 
43 This story shows that in 1879 newspapers were 
interested in -
[ e] presenting timely events 
[f) publicizing inventors 
[g] advertising public exhibitions 
[h] fighting gas companies 
44 The purpose of the newspaper article was to -
[a] describe an inventive wizard 
.· 
[b] show how electricity works 
[ c] explain how the light bulb was developed 
[ d] encourage people to install electric lights 
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